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ABSTRACT 
 
A practical route to exploiting graphene’s supreme properties for a variety of applications is to 
incorporate graphene layers in composite materials. Harnessing the high stiffness, intrinsic 
strength as well as transport properties of graphene in its composites requires the combination of 
high-quality graphene having low defect density, and the precise control of the interfacial 
interactions between the graphene and the matrix. These requirements equally hold for polymer 
and metal matrices, and enable the use of graphene in applications ranging from tough thin films 
for use in flexible electronics to the design of advanced aerospace structures. My dissertation 
addresses the synthesis, understanding and control of these composites and their mechanical 
properties probed from the nano- to the microscales.  
 
To this end, a model system of ultrathin metal films coated with graphene monolayer via chemical 
vapor deposition (CVD) is designed and used to study as-grown graphene’s contributions in 
graphene-metal composite thin films. Due to the thinness of the metal layer - typically less than 
300 nm - individual or few graphene layers have a strong contribution on the composite thin film’s 
mechanics. To create the most ideal interface between the metal and the graphene, CVD synthesis 
is used to grow the graphene wrapping around the surface of the films. A highly dynamic CVD 
synthesis route is developed to achieve high-quality graphene monolayer growth on ultrathin metal 
films while avoiding solid-state dewetting instability which takes place at the extremely high 
synthesis temperatures. We study how the competition between temperature-driven segregation 
and precipitation of carbon radicals governs the graphene’s nucleation and growth kinetics on 
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ultrathin metal catalysts. The result of the dynamic recipe is repeatable growth of graphene 
monolayers with ultralow defect density as confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. 
 
Precise mechanical characterization of ultrathin films is carried using various nanoindentation 
modalities including indentation of supported and freestanding thin films. CVD grown graphene-
metal thin film composites exhibit unusual increase in the elastic modulus, strength and toughness. 
For example, there is 35 % and 57 % increases in the Young’s modulus and tensile strength in 
graphene-palladium thin film composites compared to those for a bare palladium film having a 
thickness of 66 nm. Notably, this enhancement exhibits scale effects, where the composite 
modulus increase varies with the thickness, and is highest for the thinnest metal thicknesses. My 
work demonstrates that the inherent strong interfaces between graphene and strongly interacting 
metals like Ni and Pd after synthesis could lead to the manufacturing of composites with 
significantly higher performances. I also observed increase in toughness and qualitatively different 
modes of crack propagation owing to the addition of the high stiffness graphene shield on the metal 
surface during synthesis. Raman spectroscopy and electron imaging of surface reconstructions 
confirm the high interfacial stresses due to the combination of the lattice mismatch between the 
graphene and the metals and the kinetics of growth. The findings of this dissertation promote 
graphene-based thin film composites for flexible electronic devices, and enable fundamental 
studies of exploiting strain engineering at the graphene-metal interface for electronics, chemistry 
and mechanics. Furthermore, the results of this dissertation are broadly relevant to the design of 
bulk graphene-based composite materials. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE 
 
1.1.  Motivation            
High-quality low dimensional carbon-based materials, for instance carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and 
graphene promise exceptional performance owing to the high stiffness and strength of the covalent 
carbon-carbon bond and the ability to scale up the superb properties of sp2-hybridization by 
aligning CNT or graphene building blocks in fibers or sheets. However, broader applications of 
low dimensional carbon materials to real-world problems have yet been fulfilled because of 
challenges in material synthesis and processing, as well as the trade-off between structure quality 
and scalability.  
 
Under laboratory conditions, CNT fibers spun directly from the chemical vapor deposition (CVD)-
synthesized aerogel exhibit superior stiffness and strength than those of commercial carbon fibers, 
Dyneema or Kevlar.1, 2 Importantly, these laboratory-made CNT fibers usually show their 
outstanding properties at very small gauge lengths (<1 mm) whereas with much lower strength 
even for centimeter scale. Graphene, another sp2-hybridized carbon atoms similar to CNT, has 
been attracting great interest because of its intrinsic scalability with two-dimensional lattice and 
atomic scale thickness, as well as its supreme in-plane mechanical (! = 1	%&', ) = 130	,&'),3 
thermal and electrical conductive properties ( - = 3000 − 5000	0	123423, )5 =106	7	8123).4-7 Graphene fibers fabricated from reduced graphene oxide flakes via wet-spinning 
can possess strength to 652	;&' and electrical conductivity of 416	7	8123 .8 However, these 
performances are orders magnitudes lower than those of graphene monolayer and inferior to CNT 
fibers, due to many factors such as poor graphene integrity and high structure defects from 
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fabrication processes. High temperature treatment (>1800 ˚ C) can lead to large crystalline domains 
in graphene fibers and achieve high strength (~1.08 GPa).9 This is also far weaker than the pristine 
graphene performances, and less cost-effective.  
 
One promising route to combine the mechanical, thermal and electrical properties is incorporating 
high quality graphene layers in composite materials. For example, copper nanowires with CVD 
synthesized graphene layer shows significant reduction in wire wall scattering of electrons, 
translating into ~15 % faster electron mobility compared to bare copper nanowires.10 Nonetheless, 
most of the reported graphene reinforced composites suffer from inhomogeneous dispersion of 
graphene nanosheets in matrices, uncontrolled porosity and defect density caused by 
agglomeration of graphene layers, as well as insufficient graphene-matrix interfacial bonding.11, 12 
The manufacturing of graphene-based composites requires not only scalable high-quality graphene 
sheet production, but that graphene-matrix also be well incorporated. Therefore, the goal of this 
dissertation is to design high performance graphene-based composites by bridging graphene 
synthesis and graphene-matrix interaction. CVD is an efficient way to produce scalable and high-
quality graphene layers.13 Many efforts have been invented in interfaces between the graphene and 
the metal catalysts during CVD synthesis pursuing large area graphene layers. Yet, there is a lack 
of knowledge linking the atomic-level graphene synthesis mechanisms in CVD to the larger scale 
integration of the graphene and the metallic matrices in a graphene-metal composite for many 
reasons. Firstly, it is impractical to track the contributions of a single layer graphene on the 
mechanics of graphene-metal matrix composites fabricated by metallurgical mixing. These 
materials exhibit complex structures governed by graphene aggregation, metal grain refinements, 
weak interfaces and voids. Secondly, the inelastic properties of bulk composites made by mixing 
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the graphene with the metal powders typically shows large enhancements in yield strength for 
instance, but the fundamental mechanisms leading to the observed behaviors, such as the 
dislocations activities, are difficult to be probed in these materials.  
 
To study this technologically important material, a well-controlled and tunable model composite 
is needed. This composite sample should play a similar role to that of individual nanostructures 
such as CNTs or graphene which can be individually probed. However, there exist several 
challenges to fabricate such a nanoscale sample: the metal needs to be extremely thin in order to 
clearly observe the contribution of a single or few graphene layers. The interface between the 
graphene and the metal needs to be clean and smooth. Ideally this interface needs to be accessible 
for structural characterization to probe the “epitaxy” of the carbon atoms onto the underlying 
crystalline metal. The fabrication of such graphene-coated thin films having this required epitaxial 
interface can only be achieved by CVD synthesis. However, synthesis of graphene on thin films 
(<500 nm) is challenged by the metal solid-state instability at the high temperatures encountered 
in CVD. 
 
1.2.  Dissertation outline 
The scope of this dissertation is to create a new route to fabricate graphene-metal composite 
materials at nanoscale. To maximize the contributions of graphene’s properties, nanoscale metal 
substrates, including metal nanowires and ultrathin metal films are used as the catalysts for 
graphene synthesis in CVD. A recipe for high-quality graphene monolayer growth on metal 
nanostructures in high temperature CVD has been developed, enabling close investigation on the 
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graphene-metal interfaces and their functions in the mechanical behaviors of graphene-metal 
nanocomposites.  
 
This dissertation is organized into the chapters as below: 
 
Chapter 2 introduces a novel continuous fabrication method for metal nanowires based on a laser-
assisted draw-casting (LDC) process. As-fabricated metal nanowires have large crystalline 
structures and outstanding mechanical as well as conductive properties, which can be used in 
flexible and stretchable conductors and are suitable for graphene nucleation in CVD.  
 
Chapter 3 presents the fabrication of graphene-metal nanocomposites using a dynamic CVD 
process. Given the challenges of instability of metal nanostructures at high temperature, the kinetic 
and dynamic model of carbon segregation and precipitation is developed to guide synthesis of 
high-quality graphene monolayer on nanothin metal films. Chapter 3 also presents another route 
to obtain this material using low temperature growth on Ni thin films. The latter route leads to 
multilayered graphene (MLG).  
 
Chapter 4 describes structural characterizations of graphene-metal interfaces. The conformability 
of as-grown graphene layers on polycrystalline metal substrates is studied using multiple 
frequency atomic force microscopy (AFM) technique. Moreover, native strain configuration at the 
graphene-metal interfaces is studied by Raman spectroscopy of as-grown graphene on metal 
substrates. This chapter discusses the fundamental mechanisms of mechanical reinforcement of 
graphene in its composites.  
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Chapter 5 characterizes the elastic behaviors of as-grown graphene-metal thin film composites 
using nanoindentation of supported and suspended thin films. We present a new approach to 
accurately extract the elastic properties from nanoindentation data of freestanding ultrathin films. 
This chapter demonstrates that the favorable interfacial mechanics can significantly modify the 
composite elastic properties, and discusses the mechanisms behind.  
 
Chapter 6 presents the inelastic behavior of as-grown graphene-metal thin film composites. Our 
measurements show unusual strength increase in metals by merely a graphene monolayer 
synthesis. The toughness of these films is also increased as shown by qualitatively different 
cracking behaviors. The fundamental strengthening and toughening mechanisms of graphene 
monolayer on polycrystalline thin metal films are elucidated. This chapter also presents the 
preliminary explorations of the intrinsic toughening mechanisms of graphene monolayer within a 
single Pd grain. 
 
Chapter 7 summarizes the finding and contributions in this dissertation. Outlooks and study plans 
are proposed for fundamentally relating process to atomic structure and properties of graphene-
crystalline materials composites, with special emphasis of interfacial mechanics and its role in 
fracture toughness. 
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CHAPTER 2: FABRICATION OF ULTRALONG METAL NANOWIRES 
 
Abstract 
Metal nanostructures like thin metal films and metal nanowires are typically fabricated by physical 
vapor deposition and solution-based synthesis routes which are usually subjected to the trade-off 
between geometry uniformity and scalability. Moreover, a lack of control of the crystalline 
structures in metal catalysts fabricated by traditional methods usually attenuates their mechanical 
and catalytic behaviors. A cost-efficient and scalable metal micro and nanowires fabrication 
process with ability to tune the wire dimensions and microstructures is highly sought-after. In this 
chapter, we develop a novel laser assisted draw-casting process (LDC) to fabricate single ultralong 
metal nanowire. The proposed LDC process is fast (~10 seconds) and capable to produce 140 mm 
long palladium wire with tip diameter to be less than 200 nm. As-drawn Pd nanowires have large 
crystalline structures (>20 µm) which span across the whole wire thickness, showing potential to 
achieve high electrical conductivities and outstanding mechanical properties. Importantly, this 
provides a proper metal matrix for high-quality nanocomposites. 
 
2.1. Laser assisted draw-casting (LDC) process 
2.1.1. Challenges in making long metal nanowires 
Commercial methods for manufacturing continuous metallic microwires reply on mechanical 
drawing of solid feedstock to the required dimensions.1 It becomes challenging and costly when 
drawing metal wires down to sub-ten microns in diameter, since the materials exhibit strong size-
dependent mechanical properties and become very sensitive to surface stress from processing. 
There are a number of nanofabrication methods to produce metal nanowires with desired 
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dimensions and properties. However, most of current fabrication routes are limited by the trade-
off between geometry uniformity and wire continuity, as depicted in Figure 2.1. For example, 
bottom-up processes like solution-based synthesis can massively produce silver nanowires with 
smooth surface and high crystallinity, whereas the wire length is usually less than 30 µm due to a 
lack of understanding of nanowire growth mechanism.2 On the other hand, top-down methods 
including lithographic patterning, physical vapor deposition can produce Au, Pt or Pd nanowires 
with sub-50 nm width and significant length.3, 4 But they typically have polycrystalline 
microstructures and irregular cross sections. 
 
Figure 2.1. The trade-off between geometry uniformity and continuity in making metallic 
nanowire. SEM images are adapted from references: (a),3 (b),4 (c),5 (d),6 (e),7 (f).8  
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2.1.2. Scalable draw-casting fabrication of metal nanowires 
Taylor proposed a facile filament drawing method in 1924.9 Figure 2.2 illustrates the drawing 
mechanism in the Taylor drawing process: the metal to be drawn is heated within a glass tube 
having diameter of ~2 mm, and with one closed end. As the metal core melts and glass softens, the 
close end of the tube is drawn quickly by hand to produce glass encapsulated metal rods. The 
metal-glass rod can be about 300 mm long with diameter down to 0.5 mm. The glass cladding can 
be then removed using hydrofluoric etching leaving the bare metal filament. Taylor drawing 
process is intrinsically an easy and inexpensive route to produce metallic microwires and has been 
recently used by Yoel Fink and other researchers to fabricate multimodal and multifunctional 
optical fibers and metal nanowires.10-13 
 
Figure 2.2. Schematic of Taylor drawing process  
 
To be more specific, the actual Taylor drawing process and its modified versions are similar to 
commercial continuous casting of metal slabs, e.g. steel. The softened glass tube serves as a 
viscous mold with the tapered inner diameter. Under a suitable drawing condition, the molten 
metal fills the deformed glass cladding and follows the motion of glass. There are several factors 
that restrict the lower limit of diameter of metal wire and upper limit of the drawing rate can be 
reached in this draw-casting process: 
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• In the heating zone. The range of drawing temperatures is determined by the mismatch in 
metal and glass viscosities, as shown in Figure 2.3a. At temperatures beyond metal’s 
melting point, the metal core, usually has orders magnitude lower viscosity than that in 
glass cladding and can be consider as inviscid.  
 
  
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.3. (a) Viscosity ! as a function of temperature during the solidification process. The 
dash lines indicate the temperature region where the casting process can be realized.14 Viscosity 
and velocity mismatch in Taylor drawing process. (c) Optical microscope (OM) image of a glass 
core (G) breaks up into droplets in polymer cladding during drawing process.12 
 
Here, we adopt the Taylor’s metal-glass core-shell structure and propose a microscale continuous 
laser assisted draw-casting (LDC) process to produce metal nanowires. The process starts from a 
metal-glass preform consisted of a commercially available metal wire which is inserted inside a 
glass capillary tube. The preform is fixed to two motorized linear actuators, as shown in Figure 
2.4a. Two CO2 laser beams intersect on the preform and heat it to the elevated temperatures, at 
which glass capillary softens and the metal core melts. There is an instant drop in surface tension 
in the metal core caused by laser heating. The molten metal tends to bead up to minimize its surface 
energy before it fills the spacing of the glass capillary as the drawing motion starts. As a result, the 
molten metal is sealed within the softened capillary in the initial heating stage, and the drawing 
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forces are transferred by shear stresses at the inner capillary walls. We can tune the heating power 
and laser dwelling time so that the glass viscosity becomes low enough to enable high drawing 
rates and considerable reduction in the metal wire diameter in one drawing step. The process can 
be qualitatively described as illustrated in Figure 2.4b. The softened glass mold forms a conical-
shape meniscus by a tangential hoop and axial stresses applied by the drawing stage, while it 
maintains high viscosity and confines the flow of metal melt. The profile evolution of the glass is 
a function of the temperature and velocity in the softened region, which can be predicted by the 
Navier-Stokes equation.15, 16 Due the significant difference between viscosities two core and shell 
materials, the drag from the metal on the glass can be ignored in heating zone. The glass capillary 
hence forms a dynamic mold, into which the molten metal is cast. Specifically, the shear stress at 
the metal-glass interface stretch the metal melt, which simultaneously fills the inner diameter. 
Capillarity of the liquid metal on the glass wall is crucial here since they either assist or resist the 
casting process. Notably, the volume change of stretched glass capillary and metal wire is balanced 
by the continuous feeding of preform at low speeds from the feeding stage. This theoretically 
allows the continuous drawing of metal-glass fibers with the desired dimensions. 
12 
 
 
Figure 2.4. Schematics of (a) the LDC setup consisting of two CO2 laser sources and two aligned 
linear actuators, and (b) Pd-silica preform deformation in the LDC process. 
 
Table 2.1 lists the commonly used glass and metal materials. In this study, palladium (Pd) and 
fused silica are selected as the preform materials for the following reasons: (1) Pd has a melting 
point close to the softening point of silica capillary which pairs them up for fast heating and cooling 
conditions in the LDC process; (2) Pd is highly resistant to the oxidation and reaction with SiO2 at 
high temperature hence this rules out the interfacial chemical reaction during laser heating; (3) Pd 
is an important catalyst for graphene synthesis due to its high carbon solubility and strong 
graphene-Pd interaction, which will be discussed in details in Chapter 3.  
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Table 2.1. Material selection for LDC process 
 Borosilicate Fused silica Cu Pd Ni 
Melting point/ Softening 
point (˚C) 820 1686 1084 1555 1453 
Density (g cm-3) 2.23 2.20 8.94 12.16 8.91 
Dynamic viscosity 
(Pa s) at melting point 7×10
6.6 1×106 4×10-3 4×10-3 4.4×10-3 
 
2.2. Fabrication of ultra-long Pd nanowires using LDC 
2.2.1. Experimental Implement 
To validate the proposed LDC process, we use commercially available Pd wires with 25.4 µm in 
diameter and a fused silica capillary with ID of 50 µm (OD: 800 µm, L: ~40 mm). Figure 2.5a 
displays the actual LDC setup and Table 2.2 lists the instrument details. The Pd-silica preform is 
clamped across the drawing and feeding stages by bolted clamp assemblies, see Figure 2.5b. As 
discussed in the previous section, the drawing temperature and the corresponding viscosity of silica 
determine the rheological behavior and cone shape of the silica capillary in the heating zone, while 
the molten Pd just fills and follows the deformation of the silica mold. It is important to firstly 
acquire the local temperature variance in the preform during laser heating.  
 
Figure 2.5. (a) Photograph of the LDC setup. (b) A clamped preform being preheated. (c) Main 
parameters in the LDC process. "# = 14	(, " = 15	(, *+ = 200 − 400	//	012, *3 = 0.1 −0.8	//	012, 6789:9;< = 3	0, 6+8;> = 2	0. 
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Table 2.2. Materials and instruments used in LDC 
Name Parameters Source 
Pd wire Ø 25.4 µm, 99.9% California Fine Wire Co. 
 Cu wire Ø 25.4 µm, 99.999% 
Ni wire Ø 25.4 µm, 99.99% 
Silica capillary ID 50 µm, OD 794 µm PolyMicro (TSP050794) 
Borosilicate  ID 142 µm, OD 559 µm Drummond Microcaps 
CO2 laser 10.6 µm wavelength, ~3 mm spot size Synrad (48-1KWM and 48-2KWM) 
Linear stage (feeding) 0.1-0.8 mm s-1 DryLin (H1W1150) 
Linear stage (pulling) 200-400 mm s-1 PBC Linear (MTB055D-0902-14F12) 
 
The transmittance of pure fused silica to CO2 lasers having wavelength of 10.6 µm is less than 
5 %.17 In light of this fact, we need to preheat the silica mold with a lower laser power allowing 
the heat transfers into capillary wall and melt Pd. Preheating time 6789:9;< and laser power "# can 
be optimized to enable the suitable softening and melting condition of Pd-silica preform as drawing 
starts. Figure 2.5c depicts a typical LDC process flow with preheat time 6789:9;< = 3	0  and 
drawing time 6+8;> = 2	0. In this study, 6+8;> is limited by the setup dimensions. These drawing 
parameters have been validated by measuring the temperature in the preform during laser 
preheating. As illustrated in Figure 2.6a-2.6c, thermocouples (R-type, Pt-13% Rh) are attached to 
the inner and outer silica walls. At 6789:9;< = 3	0, we measure the outer wall temperature (?2) to 
be ~1600 ˚C, which is in the range of the glass transition of pure fused silica (see Table 2.1). The 
measured temperature here is considered as the lower bound of the actual silica temperature due 
to losses associated with the thermocouple contact resistance. Notably, across the silica wall 
thickness of ~370 µm, the inner wall temperature (?@) is very close to ?2  with the maximum 
gradient of ~ 80 ˚C. Considering the contact thermal resistance of thermocouple on the inner silica 
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wall and Pd surface, Pd surface temperature (?A) is close to the melting point (1555 ˚C) of the 
metal core.  
 
On the other hand, during Pd-silica deformation in 6+8;> = 2	0, combination of drawing (*+) and 
feeding rate (*3) determines the final strand’s diameter as well as the continuity of Pd wire inside 
of silica mold. A simple mass conservation calculations gives the relation of Pd diameter reduction 
between two stage rates as: ø+ = øCDEFEG, where øC represents the initial Pd wire diameter (25.4 
µm). Table 2.2 lists the range of two rates limited by the current lab instruments. It is found that ø+ is more sensitive to the feeding rate.  
 
Figure 2.6 Measurement of preform temperature change in the LDC process. (a) OM image of a 
Pt-Ph thermocouple inserted inside of silica capillary. (b) A Pt-Ph thermocouple sits on the 
capillary outer wall. (c) Schematic of temperature measurement. (d) Measured heating and 
cooling profiles of the capillary outer and inner wall temperature. 
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With all the above drawing parameters, the LDC proceeds as illustrated in Figure 2.7. Typically, 
a single LDC process lasts less than 10 s and produces ~500 mm Pd-silica fiber with reduced 
diameters (limited by the maximum speed of our current linear actuator). The highest aspect ratio 
wire obtained has 140 mm length and a diameter below 200 nm (aspect ratio exceeding 105) 
encapsulated in the silica mold. Figure 2.8 shows the conical shape silica capillary with the reduced 
inner and outer diameters, as well as the as-drawn Pd-silica core-shell cross section.  
 
Figure 2.7. Snapshots of a Pd-silica preform deformation in LDC process. Drawing rate 400 //	012, feeding rate 0.3 //	012. 
 
 
Figure 2.8. (a) OM image of the reduced area in the drawn capillary meniscus with the Pd core. 
(b) SEM images show the cross section of the as-drawn Pd-silica core-shell structure.  
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2.2.2. Structural characterization of as-drawn Pd nanowires 
As-drawn Pd nanowires can be transferred to a desired substrate by removing the silica 
encapsulation by hydrofluoric acid (HF) etching. To be specific, the drawn Pd-silica fibers are 
firstly laid on the Si or HF resistant polymer (e.g. VHB substrate). 10 vol.% HF solution was then 
dropped on the substrates for SiO2 etching. Depending on the HF etch rate and thickness of the 
silica mold, the etching time varies from 4 to 6 hours at room temperature. The exposed bare Pd 
wires sit on the substrate and then rinsed by D.I. water and methanol. Figure 2.9a shows a typical 
as-drawn Pd wire laid on a Si substrate. Since we use a linear stage of fixed travel length, the 
conical shape of silica mold is transferred to the drawn Pd wire leading a tapered morphology with 
negligible surface roughness. For the shown wire, the diameter varies from 1203 to 180 nm over 
3.75 mm length along the wire, indicating ~2.73 µm-1 taper angle and aspect ratio of 104. The 
detailed microscopic morphologies at different positions of the wire are illustrated in Figure 2.9b. 
 
Figure 2.9. Stitched SEM images of as-drown Pd wires. The silica mold is removed by etching in 
HF and single bare Pd wire lies on the Si substrate.  
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During the drawing process, a decrease in the inner diameter of the capillary takes place 
downstream of the laser spot, where the temperature is the highest. The mass conservation ( ø+ =øCDEFEG) suggests we can vary drawing and feeding rates to tune the final Pd diameter. Comparing 
two derivatives of the mass conservation relation ( HøGHEGIEG = − 2@ øCJ*3 K 2EGL2.M  and HøGHEFNEF =
2@ øCD 2EG O 2EFP#.M), we know that the preform feeding rate strongly affects the wire diameter and we 
verify this in the experiments. As presented in Figure 2.10, the silica meniscus length QR, which 
denotes the distance from where the necking starts to where the silica dimensions are frozen, 
decreases with the lower *3. As a result, the inner diameter of the capillary gets smaller with low 
preform feeding, leading to the thinner Pd wires. Therefore, the diameter of the drawn Pd wires 
can be precisely controlled by the drawing parameters. 
 
Figure 2.10. Measured Pd diameter and silica tapered meniscus length as a function of varying 
the feeding rate. The red dashed line presents the mass conservation relation: ø+ = øCDEFEG.  
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The mechanical, conductive and catalytic properties of as-drawn Pd wires strongly depends on 
their microstructures. We use the electron back scattering diffraction (EBSD) to trace the 
crystalline structure change before and after LDC process. SEM and EBSD images in Figure 2.11a 
present the polycrystalline structure across the initial Pd wire’s cross section. The grain size is 
below 20 µm. This is not surprising since these Pd microwires are fabricated by the traditional 
cold drawing process. In contrast, as-drawn Pd nanowire shows the reconstruction of crystals 
spanning the entire cross section of the wire, forming a bamboo-shaped grain structure. Under 
current LDC working conditions, as-drawn Pd nanowire has large crystalline structure over 80 µm 
in length, as shown in Figure 2.11b. 
 
Figure 2.11. EBSD indicates the polycrystalline microstructure in the initial Pd microwire (ø 
25.4 µm) and as-drawn long single crystal Pd wire (ø~ 2 µm).  
 
We further test the conductive and mechanical property enhancement due to the reconstruction of 
crystalline structure in as-drawn Pd wires: 
• Firstly, we measure the electron transport in as-drawn Pd wires using the four-probe 
method. As shown in Figure 2.12, we observe that the electrical conductivity of Pd wires 
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drops by 15.5 % while the diameter decreases by 98.8 %. The conductivity of a drawn Pd 
wire with average diameter of 1.26 µm is ten times higher than that of the best single-
walled CNT bundle18 (made from wet spinning) and 100 times higher than that of the high 
quality aligned multi-walled CNT films.19  
 
Figure 2.12. Dependence of relative change in electrical conductivity of as-drawn Pd wires on 
the average wire diameter ranging from 1 to 100 µm. Notably, the drawn Pd wires are tapered 
and the reported average wire diameter is measured in the middle of the length.   
 
• Second, we indirectly examine the mechanical behaviors of as-drawn Pd nanowires by 
studying the in-plane buckling. In this study, 3M VHB (very high bonding) tapes are used 
as the flexible substrate because they are transparent and can accommodate uniaxial pre-
strain over 800 % without tearing. The drawn Pd-silica fibers are laid and aligned on the 
pre-stretched VHB substrate, followed by etching the silica by HF. VHB tape is notably 
resistant to HF. After removing the silica mold, bare Pd nanowires are deposited on VHB 
substrate. We hereby slowly release the pre-strain in VHB and indirectly apply 
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compressive stress on Pd nanowires, as sketched in Figure 2.13a. Qualitatively, when the 
compressive strains on the concave side of a slender buckling element exceeds the elastic 
strain limit, a plastic hinge is formed while the modulus is effectively reduced, following 
the decrease of the stress-strain slope post-yielding. Here, as displayed in Figure 2.13b and 
2.13c, the effective modulus of the Pd wire evolves as the VHB substrate is released in 
inelastic buckling stage, and it is a function of both the pre-strain in VHB and instantaneous 
strain in the wire. The formation of plastic hinges shown in Figure 2.13c is associated with 
energy dissipation, and the straightening of the wire profile from a sinusoidal geometry to 
straight beams connected by a small radius elastic hinge.  
 
Figure 2.13. (a) Schematic of buckling of a Pd wire on a pre-strained VHB substrate 
transitioning from sinusoidal elastic buckling to inelastic buckling patterns at higher pre-strains. 
(b) SEM image of a buckled Pd wire on VHB with pre-strain of 800 %. (c) A zoomed-in SEM 
image showing the plastic hinge on Pd wire.  
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2.3. Conclusions 
In summary, we developed a new fabrication process for the centimeter-long Pd micro and 
nanowires. This novel LDC process can also enable the fabricate of a variety of metal wires for a 
wide range of applications, and due to its high drawing rates (~m s-1), is suitable for high 
throughput production. Geometries of as-drawn metal wires are tunable by controlling the preform 
properties and process parameters. A 140 mm-long silica-coated Pd wire with diameter downsized 
to 250 nm was obtained in this study, achieving an aspect ratio of > 105. According to our 
experiments and calculations, the diameter scales inversely with the drawing speed, and we are 
expected to achieve wires of 10 nm at a drawing speed of 5 m s-1 and higher laser power. As-drawn 
Pd wires have large crystalline structures (>80 µm) which span across the whole wire thickness. 
This bamboo-shaped crystalline structure significantly reduces the electron scattering at grain 
boundaries therefore significantly enhances the electrical conductivity at the nanoscales. In 
addition, we demonstrated as-drawn Pd wires’ integration in a highly stretchable conductor which 
can be strained up to 800 % without failure. We believe that the ultralong ultra-high-aspect-ratio 
metal nanowires fabricated by LDC are promising for applications in flexible and wearable 
electronics. Importantly, they provide a proper platform for fundamental metallurgical and 
catalytic studies of low dimensional structures.  
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CHAPTER 3: FABRICATION OF HIGH-QUALITY GRAPHENE-METAL 
NANOCOMPOSITES VIA CVD SYNTHESIS 
 
Abstract: 
Manufacturing of high performance graphene-based composite materials requires high-quality 
graphene sheets. Extensive efforts have been invented in synthesizing large-area high-quality 
graphene mono and bilayer, however, graphene synthesis mechanisms are usually overlooked in 
assembling the macroscale graphene-based composite materials. High-quality graphene synthesis 
on the nanoscale metal catalysts is expected to offer insights that links the atomic-level graphene 
formation mechanisms to the larger scale integration of the graphene the metallic matrices in a 
graphene-metal composite. In this chapter, we use a model system of ultrathin metal films to study 
the graphene synthesis mechanisms in chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes. A dynamic 
and kinetic model of carbon segregation and precipitation in graphene nucleation in CVD is 
proposed and guides a highly dynamic rapid CVD recipe for high-quality graphene monolayer 
growth on ultrathin metal films.  
 
3.1. Chemical vapor deposition synthesis with ultrathin metal films 
3.1.1. Selection of metal catalysts for graphene synthesis  
There are extensive studies on synthesizing large-area high-quality graphene sheets on bulk metal 
catalyst via CVD.1-5 Several transition metals can be used as the catalytic materials. They can be 
basically grouped into two broad types: Group 1: metals having low solid carbon solubility and 
low graphene-metal binding energy (e.g. the Cu and Pt group); and Group 2: metals having high 
solid carbon solubility and strong graphene-metal binding energy (e.g. the Ni and Pd group). Metal 
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catalysts from Group 1 offer self-limited monolayer graphene synthesis by surface adsorption and 
therefore are suitable for obtaining single layer graphene by carefully controlling the carbon 
deposition rate. The synthesis on Cu and Pt proceeds by slow isothermal adsorption at high 
temperature (normally > 1000 ˚C), and the metal catalyst is typically chemical etched to release 
the graphene monolayer and transfer it to target substrates.1, 6  In this study, we mainly focus on 
synthesis with Group 2 materials for the following reasons: (i) our focus is the pristine graphene-
metal interface right after graphene formation in CVD, therefore, strong binding energy between 
seed metal and graphene sheet is required; (ii) the metal catalysts at the nanoscales are highly 
unstable at synthesis temperatures in CVD, as a result, we need a highly active catalyst for 
extremely rapid synthesis before nanoscale metal substrate degrades. We summarize the 
commonly used transition metals and their properties associated with the interaction with graphene 
in Table 3.1. Ni and Pd exhibit high binding energy and low separation distance to the graphene 
as well as high carbon solubility at high temperatures, which make them promising candidates for 
graphene-metal nanocomposites. In the rest of this chapter, we will focus on the CVD syntheses 
on Ni and Pd. 
Table 3.1. Selection of metal catalyst for CVD synthesis7, 8 
Gr-metal 
Lattice 
spacing 
(111) 
Lattice 
mismatch 
Binding 
energy 
(meV at.-1) 
C-metal 
separation 
(A) 
Adhesio
n energy 
(J m-2) 
Melting 
point 
(˚C) 
Carbon 
solubility at 
1000 ˚C 
Interaction 
Gr-Gr 2.461 0 0.5 3.34 0.35   ↓ 
Gr-Cu 2.543 4.07 % 33 3.3 12.8 1085 0.04 ↓ 
Gr-Pt 2.766 2.24 % 38 3.3  1768 1.76 ↓ 
Gr-Ni 2.474 1.22 % 125 2.1 72.7 1395 2.03 ↑ 
Gr-Pd 2.729 -3.36 % 84 2.5  1554 5.98 ↑ 
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3.1.2. Kinetics of carbon segregation and precipitation in CVD processes 
In general, graphene growth on Group 2 metals can be implemented by carbon diffusion and 
precipitation during heating and cooling in hydrocarbon environment. This features in Group 2 
metals leads to the synthesis of high-quality graphene monolayer by a highly dynamic recipe 
within a growth time of less than a minute. In this chapter, we use a transfer arm to load and unload 
metal catalyst films having thickness of ℎ	in a high temperature furnace to achieve the quick 
temperature change and drive the carbon atoms segregation in the catalyst, as sketched in Figure 
3.1a. We analyze the kinetics of graphene formation on Group 2 metals using a simplified model 
shown in Figure 3.1b, based on the following assumptions: 
• At synthesis temperatures, hydrocarbon precursors like CH4 quickly decompose into 
carbon species (CHx) and carbon radicals readily dissolve into metal catalyst due to their 
lower chemical potential in bulk metal than that on the surface.9 Carbon concentration on 
metal surface is mainly determined by the concentration of hydrocarbon (cg);  
• Gas flows in the furnace reach the steady state before the catalyst is loaded. A boundary 
layer with an average thickness of <#> is stablished on the metal surface. cg is constant in 
the steady state flow and can be controlled by precursors flow rates (e.g. CH4 and He); 
• The metal catalyst has a finite thickness of ℎ	, while the back side is not exposed to carbon 
precursor. 
• The carbon solubility limit in catalyst is defined as the maximum carbon concentration $%&' = )*exp	(− 0123).10 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.1. (a) Schematic diagram of low pressure CVD. (b) Illustration of diffusion-mediated 
graphene formation model on Group 2 metals. 
 
In Figure 3.1b, diffusion coefficient of carbon precursor in the gas domain (e.g. Dg ~10-4 m2 s-1) is 
much higher than that of carbon in the metal (e.g. DPd ~10-10 m2 s-1) at synthesis temperature (~1100 
˚C), as a result, interfacial concentration cs on catalyst surface is more sensitive to cg than the 
diffusion in catalyst. It is safe to use cs as a boundary condition, e.g. cs ≈ cg. Considering the above 
assumptions, 1D Fick’s 2nd law can be applied to metal domain:  
5657 = 8 5965:9              (3.1) 
The initial condition: $(;, = = 0) = $* 
The boundary conditions: $(; = ℎ, =) = $? and 5657 (; = 0, =) = 0 
Using Laplace transforms:11 5965:9 − @A $̂ = − 6(:,7C*)A = − 61A         (3.2) 
B.C.: $̂(; = ℎ, D) = 6E@  and 56̂5: (; = 0, D) = 0 and I.C.: $̂(;, D = 0) = 61@  
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We can then solve Equation (2): $̂ = 6E(FGHIFJGH)@ KL: + 6E(FGHIFJGH)@ KNL: + 61@ , O ≡ Q@A    (3.3) 
Expand the denominator with Laurent series:   (3.4) 
Take the inverse transform on Equation (4) with : 
       (3.5) 
Equation 3.5 descibes the carbon concentration distribution change in metal catalyst with time and 
the given boundary condition cs. Notably, D is the carbon diffusion coefficient in catalyst, which 
is temperature dependent: 8@R(S) = 8*exp	(− T123).  is a diffusion prefactor ~ 10-4.7 m2 s-1 for 
Pd and 2.48×10-4 m2 s-1 for Ni, U* is the activation energy ~132 kJ mol-1 for Pd and 168 kJ mol-1 
for Ni.10, 12 Limited by metal instability at extremely high temperatures, which will be discussed 
soon in this chapter, temperature change in catalyst with time after loading into the hot zone has 
to be taken into consideration. We can herein rewrite the carbon concentration distribution 
expressed in Equation 3.5 as a function of growth time tg and precursor concentration cg. Figure 
3.2a gives a typical furnace temperature (Tf) and precursor flow rate (cs) profiles during CVD 
process. Metal catalyst is supported on the arm and inserted into hot zone after the furnace 
temperature Tf stabilizes at synthesis temperature (e.g. 1100 ˚C). Catalyst dwells for a short period 
of time (tg), then rapidly cools down by retracted out of the hot zone. The heating in catalyst can 
be easily simulated in COMSOL Conjugated Heat Transfer Module,13 hence the transient 
temperature variance (Ts) with the dwelling time in furnace (tg) on metal surface can be estimated, 
as shown in Figure 3.2b. This growth time dependent temperature in catalyst can in turn be used 
cˆ =
c0
p
+ cs (−1)
n e−q[( 2n+1 )h− y ]
p
+ e
−q[( 2n+1 )h+ y ]
p
⎧
⎨
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to calculate the transient carbon diffusion coefficient in Equation 3.5. In experiments, cg can be 
controlled by flow rates of precursors, e.g. (CH4: He)g (g: growth). 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.2. (a) Typical temperature ramp and gas flow profiles of carbon precursor during CVD 
process. (b) COMSOL simulated temperature profiles on metal catalyst during CVD process. 
 
First, we analyze the carbon distribution during heating process. Figure 3.3a displays the calculated 
carbon concentration c(y, t) (at%) using analytical solution in Equation 3.5 for a thin Pd film at 
1100 ˚C with the gas mixtures: (CH4: He)g = 10:400, 20:400, and 50:400 sccm. In addition, 
numerical simulations using COMSOL Chemical Reaction Module14 help to confirm that, since 
the diffusion in gas boundary layer is much faster than that in Pd, it is reasonable to assume cs ≈ 
cg on Pd surface. The numerical simulations, displayed in solid lines in Figure 3.3a vary from 
analytical calculations at the onset of heating due to the consideration of diffusion through the gas 
boundary layer, but asymptotically converge after longer heating duration. Notably, with all 
hydrocarbon concentrations used, , indicating that the non-saturation of the catalyst with 
carbon during heating. Specially, cooling is curcial for graphene formation in Gorup 2 catalysts. 
Similar to heating, we sutdy the cooling process using both numerical simulations and analytical 
solution to eastimate the temperature and diffusion kinetics. We simulate the retraction of the Pd 
cs < cmax
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catalyst out of the hot zone after a certain growth time (here, tg = 30 s). The numerical simulations 
indicate the presence of three main scenarios of carbon segregation kinetics depending on the 
hydrocarbon concentration cg during cooling: 
 
   (a)     (b) 
Figure 3.3. Simulated concentration of dissolved carbon in Pd catalyst during (a) heating and (b) 
cooling steps in CVD process. 
  
Scenario I: the hydrocarbon gas is shut down during cooling (CH4: He)c = 0: 400 sccm (c: cooling). 
In this case, shown in Figure 3.3b case I, cg and cs drop quickly and an outward diffusion flux  
drives the diffusion of carbon on Pd surface. The large amounts of segregated carbon reach the 
crtical concentration for graphene nucleation and growth.15, 16  
 
Scenario II: the hydrocarbon concentration is maintained at the same value during heating and 
cooling processes (CH4: He)c = 10: 400 sccm. Shown in Figure 3.3b case II, under this condition, 
c(y, t) remains approximately constant during cooling due to the absence of concentration gradient. 
′Jd
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The onset of graphene nucleation is delayed due to the insufficient carbon concentration in the 
absence of flux . There is an “incubation” period of low carbon concentration cs on Pd surface 
as cooling starts. Importantly, as Ts drops, the solubility cmax also decreases, eventually meets and 
becomes less than cs, which can trigger thes segregation of carbon to Pd surface and then boosts 
the graphene nucleation (see yellow intersection points in Figure 3.3b. The difference in graphene 
formation between (I) and (II) can be attributed to the low carbon agglomeration rate  by 
diffusion and high precipitation rate by precipitation.  
 
Scenario III: the hydrocarbon concentration increases when cooling starts. (CH4: He)c = 50: 400 
sccm and cs becomes higher during cooling than during the heating step. This increase drives an 
additional inward carbon flux  during cooling. Consequently, c(y, t) rises and meet the 
solubility limit earlier. Compared to (I) and (II), higher c(y, t) in cooling step shortens the 
incubation period of the carbon atoms on Pd surface and initiates graphene nucleation and growth 
at higher temperature, hence results in higher graphene crystallinity.17 This interesting observation 
implies that for Group 2 catalysts, the onset of growth during cooling can be precisely controlled 
by the hydrocarbon gas flows.  
 
Notably, if the cooling rate varies, the same scenarios generally persist. Figure 3.4a depicts the 
simulated Ts profiles with the different cooling rates at the onset of cooling step (tg = 30 s). Slow 
cooling delays the saturation of the Pd with carbon, as demonstrated by the delayed intersections 
between c(y, t) and cmax curves in Figure 3.4b. This suggests that low cooling rate leads to longer 
carbon incubation time and lower graphene graphene nucleation temperature. Based on these 
modeling results, it is expected that high carbon precipitation flux at high temperature is the 
′Jd
′Jd
J prec.
′′Jd
J prec.
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key to obtain controllable growth of graphene monolayer with high crystlinity. In the rest of this 
chapter, we will validate the aformentioned kinetic model in experiments. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.4. (a) COMSOL simulated temperature profiles in cooling step in CVD process. (b) 
Simulated concentration of dissolved carbon in Pd with slow cooling. 
 
3.1.3. Experimental implement 
Experimental validations of the proposed synthesis mechanisms with Group 2 catalysts are 
conducted using a home-built tube furnace, as shown in Figure 3.5. A quartz tube (Technical Glass 
Products) having diameter of 50.8 mm and length of 760 mm is used as the chamber. A gradient 
tube furnace (Carbolite EZS-3G) heats and maintains the tube at synthesis temperatures. The tube 
is pumped by a mechanical pump (Kurt J. Lesker, 221C2MLAN) and kept under vacuum during 
synthesis. The catalyst is supported on a transform arm (Kurt J. Lesker, Elevating PowerPorbe 
EPP40), which can load and retract the sample in the hot zone under vacuum.  
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Figure 3.5. Experimental setup of low pressure CVD system. 
  
As-grown sample is characterized using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM, JEOL 7000F), 
Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM, JEOL 2100 Cryo), Optical microscope (Zeiss AXIO 
Imager.A2m) and Raman spectroscopy (Horiba Raman Confocal Imaging Microscope).  
 
3.2. Graphene synthesis on nano-grain ultrathin metal films 
3.2.1. Solid-state dewetting of metal catalysts in CVD 
It is challenging to grow uniform and high-quality monolayer graphene on nanoscale metal 
catalysts. Specifically, metal catalysts with nanoscale dimensions, although having high melting 
temperatures, tend to minimize their free surface energy by dewetting or agglomeration and exhibit 
high instability at temperatures below their melting points. This is called solid-state dewetting and 
very common for small scale metals.18 Figure 3.6a sketches a deposited thin metal film on a 
substrate. Driven by several processes including grooving at its grain boundaries and triple 
junctions, hole formation, edge retraction and fingering instability, this thin metal film can break 
up and agglomerate into discrete islands at temperatures as low as one half of the melting 
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temperature of the corresponding bulk metal, as shown in Figure 3.6b. This dewetting challenges 
graphene synthesis since most CVD processes require long duration at extremely high 
temperatures which significantly exceed the onset of dewetting. For testing, a thin Pd film having 
thickness of 150 nm deposited by sputtering on a SiO2/Si substrate is loaded to furnace at 1100 ˚C 
in vacuum. Figure 3.6c shows the dewetted Pd films after 60 s. 
 
 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.6. (a) Schematic of solid-state dewetting of thin metal film at temperatures much below 
its melting point.18 (b) Film thickness at which dewetting is observed as a function of annealing 
temperature for different metals.19 (c) SEM image of dewetting in sputtered Pd films (150 nm 
thin on the SiO2/Si substrate). Scale bar: 10 µm. 
 
Since hole formation in thin metal films will be most likely at high-energy grain boundaries,18 
reducing the triple junction density in catalyst or lowering the synthesis temperature could help to 
avoid this solid-state dewetting. Under the sputtering conditions, for example, Ni: 150 W, 0.6 s-
1 and Pd: 70W, 0.7 s-1, metal grain size is around tens of nanometer. Although grain structure 
can expand by annealing, nanoscale thickness of a thin film limits the grain growth once the 
columnar microstructure forms across the thickness.20 Therefore, the sputtered thin metal films 
will have high triple junction densities. 
Pd 
SiO2 
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Figure 3.7. Synthesis strategy on ultrathin metal films.  
 
We propose a generic graphene synthesis strategy for ultrathin metal catalysts with instabilities at 
high synthesis temperatures, as presented in Figure 3.7. Firstly, by decreasing the synthesis 
temperature or shortening the heating duration, nanoscale metal catalysts can maintain stable 
during CVD. However, the temperature-driven carbon segregation in this case is not sufficient 
resulting in non-uniform carbon distribution in the metal. According to theoretical analysis in the 
previous section, carbon uniformity in the catalyst is crucial for graphene nucleation. Therefore, 
low temperature CVD synthesis rarely give good control in graphene layers and quality.  
 
3.2.2. Multilayer graphene synthesis on thin Ni films 
We firstly verify the proposed strategy in Figure 3.7 for low temperature synthesis case. The 
sputtered thin Ni film is used due to its high binding energy to graphene, according to Table 3.1. 
Moreover, thin Ni film intrinsically has weak interfacial energy with SiO2 hence the as-grown Ni-
graphene composite film can easily delaminate and be transferred with water assistant.21 As-
deposited Ni films with thickness of 155 nm have average grain size of 17.3 nm, as shown in 
Figure 3.8a and 3.8b. The Ni films are annealed at 775 ˚C in 60 sccm H2 and 400 sccm He at 1.67 
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Torr for 30 min. During this step, the native oxide on the Ni surface is reduced while the Ni grains 
grow in size. The annealing step also decreases the bonding of Ni to the SiO2 surface and facilitates 
film delamination after growth. 
 
Figure 3.8. Synthesis MLG on thin Ni film. (a) Schematic of thin Ni film catalyst. (b) Schematic 
of as-grown Ni-MLG lamianted structure. (c) Schematic of delaminated Ni-MLG film assisted 
by water. (d) SEM image of as-sputtered Ni film. (e) SEM image of as-grown Ni-MLG film. (f) 
TEM image of the Ni-MLG interface. 
 
Since low synthesis temperature is used here, we flow C2H4, which has relatively low thermal 
decomposition temperature to increase the surface carbon concentration cs. Graphene is 
synthesized by flowing 50 sccm C2H4 and 60 sccm H2 at 775 ˚C and 460 mTorr for 10 minutes. 
Following this step, the tube is purged with 600 sccm He and the sample is then fast cooled to 
room temperature by retracting out of hot zone using the transfer arm. Figure 3.8c and 3.8d shows 
the structure and surafce morphology of as-grown Ni-graphene film (referred to as-grown Ni-MLG) 
on substrate. Given a sufficient cs on the Ni surface, the thickness of formed multilayer graphene 
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(MLG) can be simply controlled by growth time. Growth time of 1, 5, 10 and 20 minutes results 
in MLG thicknesses of 2.6, 7.8, 10.9 and 29.7 nm, respectively. Importantly, the Ni-MLG interafce 
is uniform, with the MLG showing excellent conformability to the Ni grains as confirmed by TEM 
image in Figure 3.8f.  
 
As-grown Ni-MLG films can be readily transfer to any substrate by slowly submerging into water. 
We can obtain freestanding MLG layer by etching Ni in FeCl3 / HCl solution while it is floating 
and then transferring the MLG film onto a perforated substrate, see Figure 3.9a. Such clamped 
freestanding configuration is used for mechanical behavior testing, which will be discussed in 
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Confocal Raman spectroscopy (532 nm) mapping of a 20 × 20 µm2 area 
is used to characterize the coverage and quality of the MLG on Ni. As depicted in Figure 3.9b, as-
grown Ni-MLG film exhibits G peak at 1579 cm-1. The blue shift of a narrow 2D peak (Full Way 
at Half Maximum (FWHM) ≈ 55 cm-1 at 2701 cm-1) suggests a strained state in MLG on Ni and 
orientation misalignment between the graphene layers.22, 23 After we transfer grpahene layers onto 
a perfroated substrate, the amplitude of the D peak (1355 cm-1) slightly increases, indicating some 
defects introduced during the transfer process.24 Raman intensity ratios  and  are 
used to indicate the numer of layer and the crystallite size or defects in graphene. As shown in 
Figure 3.9c,  of Ni-MLG ranges from 0.91 – 1.02, confirming the multilayer nature in MLG. 
 ~ 0.36 (for 775 ˚C condition) implies relatively good quality of the MLG layers.  
I2D / IG ID / IG
I2D / IG
ID / IG
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.9. (a) As-grown MLG can be readily transferred form Ni surface to a perforated 
substrate by etching Ni. (b) Raman spectra of as-grown MLG on Ni and transferred MLG 
showing the nature of multilayer and negligible transfer-induced defect. (c) Variantion of Raman 
intensity ratios I2D/IG and ID/IG with different growth temperature. Intensity ratios are obtained 
from spatial maps of a 20 × 20 µm2 area.  
 
3.3. Graphene synthesis on coarse-grain thin metal films 
3.3.1. Ultrathin Pd leaves with large gain structures 
Although we avoid dewetting of thin Ni films in CVD process and achieve multilayer graphene 
synthesis, quality and crystalline size of the MLG layer in Ni-MLG are still far away from those 
in Cu-Gr systems. According to the strategy in Figure 3.7, we hereby increase the synthesis 
temperature for highly uniform carbon distribution and thus high graphene quality. Pd catalyst is 
used because of its higher melting temperature and high binding energy to graphene. Nevertheless, 
thin Pd films fabricated by the conventional deposition methods, like sputtering, will encounter 
solid-state dewetting at high temperatures. Figure 3.10 illustrates the sputtered Pd film having 
thickness of 150 nm breaks up after loaded in a 1100 ˚C furance for 10 s and completely dewets 
after 30 s. This temperature is about 70 % of the melting point of bulk Pd. 
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(a)     (b) 
Figure 3.10. Optical images of a sputtered Pd film (sputtered on SiO2/Si, thickness: 150 nm) 
heated in a 1100 ˚C furance for (a) 10 s and (b) 30 s.  
 
In this study, we use a commerically available ultrathin film material which has been extensively 
used for “gilding” furniture and sculptures, but possesses promising chemomechanical properties 
for CVD synthesis. Gilding is ubiquitously seen in artifacts having various sizes and materials.25-
27 It is an ancient coating technique using ultrathin metal fims, called metal leaves, beated from 
pure bulks to cover over the base stones and wood, for example, Tutankhamun’s middle coffin as 
shown in Figure 3.11a. This decoration technique not only enriches the artwork with tiny amounts 
of precious metals, but also protects the precious artifacts owing to outstanding corrosion and wear 
resistance of these metal films. Importantly, gilding materials can be easily scalable. Figure 3.11b 
illustrates the gold leaf-gilded roof of Carbide & Carbon Building in Chicago. The ultrathinness 
of the metal leaves is crucial for the smooth conformation onto rough surfaces. To achieve the 
required thinness, the leaves are worked by repeated beating of thick pure metal foils from 
millimeter down to 100-200 nm. During beating, the metal layers are sandwiched between low 
surface energy sheets to allow well-lubirated flow of the metal and facilitate the isolation and 
manipulation of individual feestanding sub 200 nm thin leaves. The pure Pd leaves having 
dimensions of 150 × 150 mm2 and 150 nm thickness are commerically available, see Figure 3.11c. 
SEM imaging shows the as-bought Pd leaves grain structure. As shown in Figure 3.11d, the 
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average grain size is about 20 µm and extends through the film thickness. This large grain structure 
in ultrathin metal films is caused durign the metalworking process shown in Figure 3.11e - 3.11h. 
Compared to grain growth from nanometer scale in deposited thin films, repeated beating allows 
the Pd crystal structure downsize its thickness to nanometer scale while expand in plane in 10-100 
µm scale. 
 
Figure 3.11. Ultrathin metal films having large crystalline structure from acient gilding 
technique. (a) Photograph of the gold leaf-gilded wooden coffin of Tutankhamun. Copyright: 
Griffith Institute, University of Oxford. (b) Photograph of Carbide&Carbon Building in Chicago. 
Copyright 2010, Thaddeus Roan. (c) Photograph of a book of Pd leaves. (d) SEM image of the 
as-bought Pd leaf showing large (> 20 µm) grain size. (e-h) Manufacturing process of ultrathin 
metal leaves for gilding.28  
 
Pd leaves offser substantial resistance to the solid-state dewetting compared to Pd films depostied 
by sputtering. Instead of obvious dewetting observed in Figure 3.10, Figure 3.12a and 3.12b show 
relatively complete surface of a Pd leaf supported on SiO2/Si substrate after heating in a 1100 ˚C 
furance for 10 and 30 s. A few small holes can be optically seen under the microscope after 30 s. 
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After 45 s, 90 % of the Pd area is still intact. Figure 3.12c shows the fraction of the stable Pd area 
(defined as retained Pd area APd over the total area Atot) of Pd leaf and sputtered Pd film when 
heated at 1100 ˚C as a function of dewelling time tg. Owing to large grain structure in 150 nm 
thickness, the Pd leaves have very low triple junction density and become more resistant to 
dewetting. This interesting propety allows the synthesis of high quality graphene at high 
temperature.  
 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.12. Optical images of a Pd leaf (laminated on SiO2/Si, thickness: ~150 nm) heated in a 
1100 ˚C furance for (a) 10 s and (b) 30 s. (c) Comparison of retained Pd area on SiO2/Si substrate 
after annealing at 1100 ˚C between sputtered Pd film and Pd leaf. 
 
3.3.2. High quality graphene monolayer synthesis on Pd leaves  
The Pd leaves are purphased from Wehrung & Billmeier Gold Leaf. As-received Pd leaf is 
laminated on a SiO2/Si substrate using the capillary forces of a deionized water film, causing it to 
conformally stick to the substrate. The supported Pd leaf is then dried in ambient envionrment for 
12 hours, before is cleaned in HNO3 solution for 2 min and rinsed in DI water, Acetone, and IPA. 
It is then annealed in He (400 sccm) at 1.66 Torr at 500 ˚C for 5 hours to relax residue stress and 
reduce dislocatoins from processing.  
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Before presenting the synthesis results on Pd leaves, it is valuable to validate the analyses and 
modeling in section 3.1.2 and quantify the synthesis stratgy proposed in Figure 3.7. Here, we heat 
the Pd leaf/SiO2/Si catalyst at 1100 ˚C while flowing 10 sccm CH4 and 400 sccm He in low 
pressure. Carbon concentration in Pd for dewelling time tg = 5, 10, 20, 30, 45 and 60 s are compared 
by secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS, PEI Trift-III TOF). Figure 3.13 displays the SIMS 
depth profiles. The measurements show that tg > 30 s gives almost uniform carbon distribution 
throughout Pd leaf thickness. 
 
Figure 3.13. SIMS depth profiles show that the carbon concentration in Pd leaf becomes uniform 
as growth time increases.  
 
Similar to synthesis with deposited Ni films, we heat the Pd leaves at 1100 ˚C while flowing the 
gases listed in Table 3.2. We have validated the proposed carbon diffusion and precipitation 
scenarios in the previous section by direct comparison to synthesis experiments: 
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Table 3.2. Recipes for CVD synthesis on Pd leaves (thickness ~ 150 nm) at 1100 ˚C 
Label 
Heating Cooling 
Growth 
time (s) 
Cooling 
rate SEM image 
Carbon 
precursor 
(sccm) 
Other 
gases 
(sccm) 
Carbon 
precursor 
(sccm) 
Other 
gases 
(sccm) 
I CH4 10 He 400 - He 400 30 Fast cooling 
 
II CH4 10 He 400 CH4 10 He 400 30 Fast cooling 
 
III CH4 10 He 400 CH4 50 He 400 30 Fast cooling 
 
IV CH4 50 He 400 CH4 50 He 400 30 Fast cooling 
 
V CH4 50 He 400 CH4 50 He 200 30 Fast cooling 
 
VI CH4 10 He 400 CH4 50 He 400 30 Slow cooling 
 
VII CH4 10 He 400 CH4 50 He 400 5 Fast cooling 
 
VIII CH4 10 He 400 CH4 50 He 400 10 Fast cooling 
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Table 3.2 (cont.). 
IX CH4 10 He 400 CH4 50 He 400 15 Fast cooling 
 
X CH4 10 He 400 CH4 50 He 400 60 Fast cooling 
 
 
• For scenario I, hydrocarbon concentration on Pd surface (cs) decreases during cooling and 
graphene nucleates with a diffusion flux . SEM image in Table 3.2 case I confirm that a 
large number of discrete graphite with fuzzy edges and dark regions of allomerated carbon 
along Pd grain boundaries are obtained. 
• For scenario II, cs is constant during heating and cooling. There is no net diffusion flux but 
a precipitation flux  after incubation time. Synthesis result in case II confirms the 
formation of larger graphene coverage area, with sparse multilayer islands and more 
regular crystalline edges than in case I.  
• For scenario III, cs boosts up during cooling, triggers the carbon precipitation and graphene 
nucleation at higher temperature. SEM image in case III displays large and uniform 
monolayer graphene with hexagonal edges.  
• It is expected that nucleation at high temperatures is the key to achieve high quality 
graphene, while there should be a “optimal range” of carbon segregation flux to Pd surface 
determining the number of graphene layers. In case IV, we increase cs during cooling to 
achieve earlier preicpitation. Lage and hexagonal-like graphene domains can be preduced 
′Jd
J prec.
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and eventually merge into a monolayer. Whereas, in case V,  becomes out of range 
and leads to the nulceation of multilayer graphene domains underneath the monolayer.  
• As analyszed in Figure 3.4, slow cooling leads to longer carbon incubation time and lower 
graphene nucleation temperature on Pd. SEM image in case VI with slower cooling rate 
illustrate small flakes with irregular and fuzzy edges.  
• To validate the proposed kinetic model (e.g. Equation 3.5 and Figure 3.3) and synthesis 
strategy in Figure 3.7, we fix the hydrocarbon concentration $? but vary the growth time =V in case VII to X. Observations from SEM images suggest the expansion and evolution 
of graphene nuclei into large hexaongal-like domains. This can be explained by the 
suffcient segregation of dissolved carbon in Pd with longer =V. 
 
As-grown graphene layer can be readily transferred from a Pd leaf to a clean SiO2/Si substrate via 
the eletrochemical gas “bubbling” method.29 Figure 3.14a shows a typical transferred result. We 
compare the Raman spectra of graphene grown on Pd leaf and transferred to SiO2/Si. As shown in 
Figure 3.14b, graphene on Pd shows a weak Raman signal due to the known strong interaction 
between graphene and Pd.30 ~ 3 from the transferred sample confirms the monolayer 
structure of graphene.  
J prec.
I2D / IG
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(a) (b) 
 
 
(c) (d) 
Figure 3.14. Raman analysis of as-grown Gr. (a) Optical image of transferred Gr on SiO2/Si 
using bubbling method reported in ref 29. (b) Raman spectra of as-grown graphene on Pd leaf and 
transferred Gr. (c) SEM image of PdGr with growth condition V. (d) Raman spectroscopy map 
showing ID/IG of a single Gr crystal transferred on SiO2/Si 
 
Quality of this monolayer graphene is evaluated by WA/WY  from Raman mapping. Firstly, for 
quality within a single hexaongal-like domain, only edge region has WA/WY > 0.1, implying the 
defect scarce graphene domain, see Figure 3.14c and 3.14d. Second, for the large merged area, a 
23 µm × 23 µm region Raman mapping and the statistical intensity ratios are used to compare the 
quality for different growth conditions. We observe a significant increase of quality represented 
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by the exponential decay in average WA/WY  from case I to IV, shown in Figure 3.15a. This confirms 
the SEM observations in Table 3.2 that increasing hydrocarbon concentration $? during cooling 
gives larger regular graphene domains. On the other hand, case V with precipitation flux out of 
optimal range leads to large variantion in graphene crstyal size as well as WA/WY . The average  W]A/WY  for II to IV is ≈ 3, indicating monolayer graphene, whereas W]A/WY  for I and V shows 
distribution below 2 suggesting the multilayer graphene sites, which agrees well with the synthesis 
results and kinetic model. 
 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.15. (a) Raman intensity ratios of ID/IG and I2D/IG for different growth conditions. (b) 
Dependence of the maximum Gr domain radius ( ) and nucleation density on growth 
time. 
 
The quality of graphene can also be evaluated based on the size of graphene domains, which is 
related to the nucleation density. We use growth case III to illustrate the trends of the maximum 
domain size (defined as ^_Y`/a , _Y`  is domain area) and graphene nucleation density with 
growth time. Figure 3.15b shows the size of the graphene domains on Pd leaf linearly increases 
with =V  and the growth rate for case III is ≈ 25 µm min-1, which is among the highest in the 
literature and twice the growth rate (≈10 -15 µm min-1) of graphene on copper foil.31, 32 This can 
AGr / π
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be explained by considering the homogeneous dispersion of carbon thoughout the Pd leaf with 
sufficient diffusion time as dicussed in Figure 3.7. This also effectively reduces the nucleation 
density displayed in Figure 3.15b.  
 
3.4. Conclusions 
In summary, rapid low pressure CVD synthesis (<1 min) of high-quality and uniform graphene 
monolayer is achieved, for the frist time, on the ultrathin Pd leaves providing a freestanding and 
cost-effective graphene-metal thin film composties. Pd leaves exhibit several qualities that make 
them suitable for graphene nucleation and growth at elevated temperatures despite their nanoscale 
thinness. We proposed a kinetic model to consider the carbon segregation and precipitation driven 
by gradient dynamic temperature and precursor concentration variations. The understanding and 
experiments developed herein pave the route to the rational design of ultrathin graphene-metal 
composites. As-grown graphene layers is shown to be highly crystalized, of low defect density and 
predominantly monolayer in thickness. This offers a starting point to probe the mechanical 
behaviors of as-grown graphene-metal composites.  
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CHAPTER 4: NANOMECHANICS AT THE GRAPHENE-METAL INTERFACE 
 
Abstract 
The interfaces between graphene and the metal substrates are of critical importance not only in 
applications of graphene in electronic devices, but also in the mechanical behavior of graphene-
metal composites. It is well-established that a small band gap opens in the electronic structure of 
graphene synthesized on some metals such as Pd. However, the intricate mechanics of the 
graphene-metal interface are usually overlooked. In this chapter, we focus on two fundamental 
aspects of graphene-metal interactions when graphene nucleates and grows on the metal 
substrate. The first is the conformability of CVD grown graphene on metal grains. The multi-
frequency atomic force microscopy is used to spatially map the elastic properties and topography 
of graphene on metal grain boundaries. Using this technique, we reveal that effective 
reinforcement is achieved when graphene conforms and bridges the grain texture due to 
synthesis, whereas transferring graphene onto the metal thin film leads to non-conformably 
attached graphene on the Ni. Our second focus is the lattice strain associated with the epitaxy of 
graphene grown on the metal substrate. Raman spectroscopy is used to isolate strain effect due to 
lattice and thermal expansion mismatch in graphene-metal system, and from doping effect 
caused by strong graphene-metal interaction. The native strain in as-grown graphene is strongly 
dependent on the different metal crystal orientations. We also found that the Raman peak shift is 
significantly different for graphene on smooth metal grains than from those grains which 
undergo surface reconstructions during synthesis. This indicates that surface reconstruction in the 
metal grains is a mechanism to release the strain energy in the graphene during synthesis. 
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4.1. Conformability of CVD-grown graphene on polycrystalline thin metal films 
Graphene conforms to the surface topography of the polycrystalline catalyst substrate during 
CVD synthesis. It is common to have individual graphene grains larger than the underlying metal 
grains and spanning many grains, as shown in Figure 4.1. A conformal graphene-metal interface 
can efficiently leverage the superb mechanical and electrical properties of graphene in the 
graphene-metal interaction and results in prominent enhancement in thermal conductivity and 
mechanical strength.1-4 In this study, the amplitude-modulated frequency-modulated atomic force 
microscopy (AMFM-AFM) is used to characterize the conformability of the graphene-metal 
interface. This novel technique allows the measurement of not only the topography but also the 
relative variation of the substrate’s modulus with nanoscale spatial resolution. The measurements 
give relative changes in surface modulus by tracking the changes in the second resonant 
frequency of a multi-frequency driven cantilever.5 Here, we compare two kinds of graphene-
metal surfaces: (i) as-grown Ni thin film (155 nm) multilayer graphene (referred to as Ni-MLG) 
via CVD processes and (ii) MLG layer transferred onto an annealed sputtered Ni (referred to as 
MLG-on-Ni). As discussed in the previous chapter, both Ni-MLG and annealed Ni thin films 
exhibit the average grain size of 589 nm after high temperature treatment and surface roughness 
of 40 nm.  
 
Figure 4.1. Example SEM images of the single graphene domain grown across Pd grain 
boundaries (GB, marked by arrows) via CVD. Scale bar: (a) 2 µm, (b) 1 µm, (c) 5 µm.  
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Figure 4.2 compares the AFM topography of the Ni-MLG and the MLG-on-Ni surfaces. For Ni-
MLG, the grown graphene layers follow the surface structures of Ni after synthesis, as shown in 
Figure 4.2a and 4.2b. When graphene layers are transferred onto bare Ni surface, it is mostly 
suspended across the peaks of different Ni grains due to nanoscale surface roughness, see Figure 
4.2c and 4.2d. We can compare graphene conformability more clearly in AFM line profiles in 
Figure 4.2e and 4.2f. Line profiles h1 and h3 for Ni-MLG surface “recreate” the surface 
microstructures of underlying Ni grains, except for the tiny sharp bumps related to the graphene 
wrinkles. On the contrast, line profiles h2 and h4 for MLG-on-Ni surface just exhibit general 
topography with much larger microstructure size than the actual Ni grain size measured in SEM.    
 
Figure 4.2. AFM topography of Ni-MLG and MLG-on-Ni composites. (a-b) Topography of Ni-
MLG. (c-d) Topography of MLG-on-Ni. (e) Topographic line profiles along line h1 for Ni-MLG 
and h2 for MLG-on-Ni. (f) Topographic line profiles along line h3 (Ni-MLG) and line h4 (MLG-
on-Ni). Red arrows point the graphene wrinkles.  
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Qualitative insights can be obtained by comparing the topography to the surface modulus for 
each graphene-Ni surface. The Ni grains, which possess varying moduli based on their 
crystalline orientations, are responsible for the background fluctuations in AFM 2nd mode 
resonance frequency which is related to the surface modulus in Figure 4.3a and 4.3b for Ni-MLG 
case. On the other hand, when graphene layer is transferred onto Ni, the graphene-Ni contact in 
MLG-on-Ni is not as conformal as that in Ni-MLG, see Figure 4.3c and 4.3d. A close look at line 
profiles f1and f3 displayed in Figure 4.3e and 4.3f indicate that surface modulus change on Ni-
MLG surface reflects the expected variations in the modulus of the Ni grains due to their 
crystallographic orientations. Notably, the negative spikes in the surface modulus line profiles 
can be correlated with the local graphene winkles, which are marked by the arrows in both 
Figure 4.2 and 4.3. The average surface modulus for MLG-on-Ni surface (line profiles f2 and f4) 
is significantly lower than that for Ni-MLG. This is indicative of a suspended graphene layer 
across the metal grains. It is reasonable to conclude that this non-conformal graphene-metal 
interface resulting from nanoscale surface roughness reduces the strengthening and toughening 
effects in graphene-metal composites in general. Detailed experimental results will be discussed 
in the following chapters.  
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Figure 4.3. (a-b) Relative contact stiffness of Ni-MLG from 2nd mode resonance frequency. (c-d) 
Relative contact stiffness of MLG-on-Ni. (e) Surface modulus profiles along line f1 (Ni-MLG) 
and line f2 (MLG-on-Ni). (f) Surface modulus profiles along line f3 (Ni-MLG) and line f4 
(MLG-on-Ni). 
 
4.2. Interfacial strain of CVD grown graphene on thin Pd films 
4.2.1. Raman spectroscopy characterization of graphene on Pd leaves 
The properties of graphene depend sensitively on its epitaxy on the metal catalyst, and the atomic 
scale mechanics at this interface. From the thermodynamic perspective, these mechanics arise 
from the electronic interaction of the carbon atoms with the Pd atoms, and the stresses due to 
lattice mismatch and thermal stresses during growth. Moreover, due to the kinetics associated 
with growth of graphene at high temperature followed by cooling, the final configuration of the 
interface is complex and rich with phenomena such as peculiar surface reconstructions.  The 
stress state of graphene on the metal substrate is tailored during CVD synthesis processes, and 
this interface tunes the final graphene-metal composites mechanical properties. Raman 
spectroscopy is a powerful and non-destructive tool for characterizing the local properties of 
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graphene.6 Doping and hydrostatic strain in graphene can lead to a shift of the Raman modes.7 
Correlation analysis of the characteristic peaks for graphene in Raman spectroscopy has been 
recently used for accessing the local strain configuration of graphene on various substrates.8-10 
Here, we systematically characterize the stress state of as-grown graphene on the metal substrate 
with respect to the relaxed graphene using Raman spectroscopy. We focus on monolayer 
graphene grown on Pd leaf (referred to PdGr). As discussed in Chapter 3, upon cooling of Pd 
substrate from synthesis temperature (e.g. 1100˚C), graphene starts nucleating by carbon 
segregation and precipitation towards Pd surface. Due to the mismatch between the thermal 
expansion coefficients of graphene (−8.0 ± 0.7 × 10)*+),)11 and Pd (11.8 × 10)*+),), Pd 
substrate contracts while graphene expands during cooling process, as displayed in Figure 4.4. 
As a result, the kinetics of the process always lead to the relative increase in compression during 
cooling. Furthermore, the graphene-metal interface tends to relax such strain if it reaches 
excessive compression values by graphene folding, bending and even the graphene-metal 
interface reconstruction.12, 13 We also observed that for freestanding graphene prepared by 
etching the metal substrate or other electrochemical transferring method after synthesis, the 
installed strain will be released leaving an unstrained graphene layer. The main idea in this study, 
as shown in Figure 4.4, is to compare the Raman peak shift between the transferred unstrained 
graphene to that in as-grown PdGr to determine the local strain configuration at the graphene-Pd 
interface. 
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Figure 4.4. Schematics of strain developed during CVD-grown graphene on Pd substrate.  
 
Figure 4.5a displays a typical optical microscope (OM) image of the grown PdGr leaf. We 
choose a hexagonal graphene pattern and transfer it onto a SiO2(300nm)/Si substrate using a 
bubbling transfer method.14 Figure 4.5b shows the OM image of the transferred graphene 
hexagons (darker purple) and Figure 4.5c displays the Raman spectra (with a 100 X objective at 
532 nm laser excitation, 30s) corresponding to the locations marked in 4.5b. As-grown graphene 
hexagon exhibits high 2D-G intensity ratio (-.//-1~3.0) and visually imperceptible D peak, 
expect for locations close to the edge (#d and #e). This suggests the high-quality graphene 
monolayer achieved via the proposed rapid CVD processes in the previous chapter. The 
comprehensive insights can be obtained from Raman mapping on this monolayer graphene 
hexagon. We use the  -1  map to locate the outline of hexagonal graphene, see Figure 4.5c. And 
the -//-1	map shown in Figure 4.5d highlights the low defect density inside of graphene domain 
but strong intensity ratios on the hexagonal edge, which can be caused by the relative position of 
the laser spot with respect to the edge and amount of edge disorder.15 The -.//-1  map gives the 
uniform intensity ratios around 2.9 confirming the monolayer nature.16  
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Figure 4.5. Raman spectroscopy of transferred Gr on SiO2. (a) OM image of the single crystal 
graphene grown on Pd leaf. Scale bar: 10 µm. (b) OM image of a transferred single crystal Gr on 
the SiO2/Si substrate. Scale bar: 5 µm. (c) Representative Raman spectra corresponding to the 
locations in (b). Laser: 532 nm. (d-f) Raman maps of G peak, intensity ratio -//-1  and -.//-1  
indicating high-quality graphene monolayer. 
 
Raman mapping can also be obtained from as-grown PdGr leaf. Figure 4.6 compares the 
graphene characteristic Raman frequencies (5 ) and the corresponding full width at half 
maximum (Γ) of the transferred graphene on SiO2 and those of as-grown graphene on Pd leaf. 
Notably, it is mentioned earlier in the previous chapter that Raman signal from monolayer 
graphene on Pd leaf is much weaker than that on SiO2. This is due to the strong interaction of 
CVD grown graphene with metal catalysts like Pd. Hybridization of the 7 orbitals of graphene 
and the d electrons of metals modifies the Dirac cone, therefore suppresses Raman scattering.17, 
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18 The average 518888 and 5./88888 for the transferred graphene on SiO2 lie at 1585.3 cm-1 and 2680.3 
cm-1, respectively, which agree well with the reported pristine graphene with no strain and no 
doping.8 For the graphene on Pd case, 518888 = 1614.4  cm-1 and 5./88888 = 2688.5  cm-1, showing 
obvious blue shifts and broadening in 2D peak. 
 
Figure 4.6. Comparison of the transferred graphene and as-grown graphene on Pd in Raman 
spectroscopy G peak (a) and 2D peak (b).  
 
Compressive strain in graphene has been reported on other metals such as copper.12, 13, 19 What is 
interesting for PdGr system is, graphene layer is compressed when it sits on Pd lattice due to 
lattice mismatch. Based on density function theory (DFT) calculation, such initial biaxial 
compressive strain can be up to 3.3 % for the epitaxial PdGr configuration.20 We expect the 
graphene-Pd interface has high strain which can contribute to mechanical behaviors in PdGr thin 
film composites.  
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4.2.2. Load transfer of as-grown PdGr leaf composites 
Here, we first study the load transfer in between graphene and the Pd ultrathin leaves using the 
aforementioned Raman spectroscopy. After CVD synthesis, freestanding PdGr leaves can float 
on the surface of water due to the intercalation of water between the SiO2 substrate and the 
bottom surface of the Pd.  This allows us to transfer the Pd leaves with the grown graphene on 
the top to the surface of a poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) bar, where it is also glued by a 
thin layer of PMMA. The PMMA bar with PdGr leaf is subjected to three-point bending, while 
Raman spectra (100 X, 532 nm, 30 s) are recorded in situ, as sketched in Figure 4.7. The size of 
PdGr leaf is much smaller than the PMMA bar, suggesting a uniform uniaxial strain in the 
section measured in Raman spectroscopy. The maximum tension strain applied to PdGr leaf is 
around 0.6 % before thin film delamination from PMMA substrate. We take Raman spectrum of 
the flat PdGr leaf on an unbent PMMA bar as the reference zero strain in graphene layer. 
Uniaxial tension graphene by Raman spectroscopy is widely used to test graphene’s behavior 
under external mechanical loads.9, 21 In brief, as shown in Figure 4.7, the doubly degenerate 
optical mode splits in two components: one polarized along the uniaxial strain and the other 
orthogonal. This can split the G peak into two sub-peaks, >? and >). By tracking this Raman 
peak shifting, we can know the onset of graphene sliding on Pd substrate.  
 
Figure 4.7. Schematics of uniaxial tension applied on PdGr thin film composite using three-point 
bending. Phonon eigenvectors G- and G+ are orthogonal to each other.  
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Figure 4.8a displays the experimental results in which clear redshift and splitting of the G peak 
are observed when PdGr leaf is stretched by the bending setup. This provides solid evidence that 
uniaxial tension has been transferred to graphene layer on top of Pd leaf. The G peak is split into 
two sub-peaks with the shift rates @51A/@B ≈ −14.0	DE),/% and @51A/@B ≈ −31.8	DE),/%, 
while the 2d peak shifts with the rate of @5.//@B ≈ −30.5	DE),/%, as shown in Figure 4.8b 
and 4.8c. Importantly, the G peak shifts in as-grown PdGr in this study are similar to those 
observed in the exfoliated graphene monolayers. The corresponding Gruneisen parameter G(>) ≈ 2.27, also matches the upper values estimated in literature.22 Overall, the large linear 
shift of the G peak suggests the strong adhesion of graphene on Pd and the more efficient stress 
transfer than that in graphene on polymer and copper.  
 
Figure 4.8. Stress transfer in as-grown PdGr thin film composite. (a) The evolution of Raman 
spectra of PdGr thin film when strained uniaxially under three-point bending. Redshift in the G 
peak and splitting into two sub-peaks indicate the uniaxial tension in graphene layer. (b) The G 
peak shift under tension for various level of strain in PdGr. (c) Corresponding 2D peak shift to 
(b).  
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4.3. Orientation dependent interfacial stresses in graphene on Pd substrate 
4.3.1. Orientation dependent surface reconstructions on PdGr leaves 
Importantly, the uniaxial strain discussed in Figure 4.8 is the relative strain applied on a PdGr 
thin film composite with respect to its unbent state, in which graphene is biaxially strained due to 
CVD synthesis. As described in Figure 4.4, it is known that graphene is under intrinsic strain due 
to growth in this unbent reference state, and that the strain is dependent on the crystalline 
structure of the underlying metal.13, 23 Moreover, in addition to homogeneous strains due to 
lattice mismatch, the strains can lead to surface reconstruction in the graphene covered regions 
on Pd leaves. The morphologies of such terrace structures show strong correlation to Pd 
crystalline orientations. Figure 4.9a displays an example of a fully graphene grown region on Pd 
leaf with a secondary hexagonal graphene layer. We characterize the underlying Pd orientations 
using the electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD, 30 kV). Corresponding inverse pole figure 
(IPF) in Figure 4.9b verifies two Pd orientations in the region. The surface having an average 
miscut angle J = 3.6˚ to Pd (010) is very smooth without visible surface steps or terrace. While 
on Pd (111) surface, small wavy steps can be observed, especially in the hexagonal bilayer area. 
This observation agrees with the reported studies in Cu-Gr system that low index surfaces (e.g. 
{111} and {100}) remain smooth after graphene growth.24 However, for high index surfaces, 
synthesizing a monolayer graphene can cause complex surface reconstructions. Figure 4.9c and 
4.9d display a hexagonal graphene monolayer grown across two Pd grains. The surface with a 
small miscut angle (J = 4.2˚) to Pd (110) has obvious and almost unidirectional steps, whereas a 
large miscut angle (J = 11.5˚ ) surface shows a different crosshatched step pattern. More 
interestingly, the symmetry of a hexagonal graphene monolayer can be broken on the different 
Pd orientations. Figure 4.9e and 4.9f show a hexagonal graphene monolayer grown across a low 
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index and a high index Pd surfaces. Graphene remains hexagonal edges on Pd (110) (J = 17.7˚) 
with obvious steps, however, it shows square edges on Pd (010) (J = 2.6˚ ) with a much 
smoother surface topography. Figure 4.9 just lists three typical types of Pd surface reconstruction 
patterns caused by monolayer and bilayer graphene. Actually, surface microstructure change 
after CVD synthesis of graphene monolayer wide varies over different Pd orientations. Basically, 
three phenomenological conclusions can be obtained: (i) low index PdGr surfaces (e.g. Gr grown 
on {111} and {100} Pd surfaces) show shallow and wavy steps; (ii) high index PdGr surfaces 
show hierarchical sharp steps or terraces, with unidirectional or crosshatched main steps, as well 
as orthogonal secondary steps in the spacing between two main steps (Figure 4.9g); (iii) surface 
microstructures can be different in the stacked graphene regions, e.g. bilayer graphene, from 
those in the basal layer, see Figure 4.9a and 4.9h.  
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Figure 4.9. Correlation of Pd substrate orientation and PdGr surface morphology. (a) Graphene 
grown on Pd (111) and Pd (010) with a miscut J = 3.6˚. Scale bar: 5 µm. (b) Corresponding IPF 
to (a). (c) Graphene grown on Pd {110} with miscuts of J = 11.5˚ and J = 4.1˚. Scale bar: 3 
µm. (d) Corresponding IPF to (c). (e) Graphene grown on Pd (010) (J = 2.6˚) and on Pd (110) 
(J = 17.7˚). Scale bar: 3 µm. (f) Corresponding IPFs to (e). (g) Zoomed-in SEM image on the 
step region showing secondary steps orthogonal to and between two main steps. Scale bar: 200 
nm. (h) SEM image showing a hexagonal bilayer graphene can change surface microstructure. 
Scale bar: 2 µm.  
 
Here, we ask the origins of these abrupt surface reconstructions on PdGr surfaces and their 
relation to the graphene-metal interfacial stress. Typically, for the polycrystalline metal 
substrates, which are typically used for most of CVD synthesis, metal surface would facet to 
minimize its surface free energy at high temperatures. Extremely small surface steps / pyramids 
are formed during annealing with lateral size of <10 nm in the bare metal without graphene 
synthesis.25 These surface steps are driven by atomic metal surface diffusion, and different from 
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what the patterns displayed in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.10 gives a close look at the height profiles of 
PdGr surface reconstructions using atomic force microscopy (AFM). In Figure 4.10a, a clear 
hexagonal edge between bare Pd region and the graphene monolayer region can be observed. 
Height profile across this edge (Figure 4.10b) shows two kinds of surface roughness. Bare Pd 
which has undergone high temperature treatment exhibits uniform and shallow surface 
microstructures with about 4.3 nm in height. While in graphene grown region, surface becomes 
very rough with hierarchical structures and larger lateral size. A zoomed in scanning in Figure 
4.10c and 4.10d show directional uniform ridges with height of ~20.4 nm and period of ~223.0 
nm. Notably, there is no graphene wrinkles or graphene-Pd delamination seen in AFM images. 
As-grown graphene layer should conformably follow the roughness in Pd. There is over 380 % 
rise in Pd surface roughness due to graphene monolayer synthesis. Such abrupt change in surface 
microstructures on the same sample requires a large energy input, and we think it could be from 
the elastic strain energy in graphene.  
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Figure 4.10. (a) AFM topographic image of as-grown graphene monolayer on Pd leaf. (b) AFM 
height profile of the dash line marked in (a). (c) The zoomed-in AFM topographic image of the 
graphene grown region in (a). (d) Height profile of the dash line in (c).  
 
4.3.2. Strain at the graphene-Pd interface probed by Raman spectroscopy 
To study the strain at CVD grown graphene-Pd interfaces, it is important to firstly ask the 
configuration of graphene when carbon atoms register on the Pd surface at the synthesis 
temperature. For example, Figure 4.11 displays the most stable symmetric configuration of 
graphene sitting on the Pd (111) surface according to the first-principles simulation.26 Comparing 
the cell parameter – presented by the red dash line – of graphene before and after interacts with 
Pd atoms, it is found that graphene is initially in compression (~3.4 %) with this stable 
configuration.20 Notably, this simulation is at zero temperature, and in a real case at extremely 
high synthesis temperatures, Pd lattice spacing will expand. As a result, the newly-formed 
graphene layer on Pd may be stretched, and the epitaxial configuration shown in Figure 4.11 may 
not hold. In either case, the compression stress will apply on graphene due to thermal contraction 
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in Pd and thermal expansion in graphene during CVD cooling process, as described in Figure 4.4. 
Therefore, graphene on the Pd surface can be in either in tension or in compression. Non-zero 
temperature first principles simulation for the stable graphene configuration on the Pd surface is 
needed to validate. 
 
Figure 4.11. The most stable symmetric configuration of graphene on Pd (111) at zero 
temperature. The red dash line represents the cell parameter of the surface unit cells for graphene 
on Pd: LMN1O = 4.76	Å.20, 26 Notably, L1O)1O = 4.92	Å.
 
There are extensive studies on extracting the native strain in graphene using Raman 
spectroscopy.8, 9, 12, 13, 27 On a weak interacting catalyst, like Cu, there is negligible doping shift in 
graphene Raman spectrum.8, 13 However, on a strong interacting catalyst, like Ni, p-type doping 
effect has been observed.17 We expect PdGr system in this study would exhibit doping shifts in 
its Raman signal. We verify the doping effect from Pd substrate by comparing Raman spectra 
(532 nm, 15s) of a transferred graphene on SiO2 and on Pd substrate, as shown in Figure 4.12. 
The blue squares are correlation of 51  and 5./  from a hexagonal graphene monolayer 
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transferred on SiO2 substrate shown in Figure 4.5 (region I). They are very close to the reported 
pristine graphene with no strain and no doping under 532 nm Raman spectroscopy.28 The black 
solid line represents the strain only effect,9 while the blue line stands for the p-type doping only 
effect in graphene from literature.28, 29 Raman signals for another graphene monolayer transferred 
onto a clean Pd substrate (region II) are shown as the red circles and within B = 0 − 0.1	% 
region in Figure 4.12. This is reasonable given the lack of atomic conformability of a transferred 
graphene on polycrystalline Pd substrate. Raman signals reflect the phonon scattering modes in 
graphene layer and indicate the absence of graphene-substrate interaction. In some areas, 
graphene appears to be slightly stretched (similar to discussions in section 4.2) which could be 
due to the formation of anchoring points during the transfer process. Annealing at 300˚C for one 
hour helps to increase the conformability at the graphene-Pd interface and hence relax the 
tension in graphene, as shown as the green stars. Notably, some graphene-Pd contact points show 
blue shift along the doping line with the electron concentration R = 1 − 2 × 10,S	DE).. In light 
of this observation, we can quantify the strain configuration of as-grown graphene on Pd leaf by 
isolating its Raman signals from the Pd doping. This doping effect for the Pd substrates can be 
identified from the 51 − 5./ correlation by offsetting the strain line along the p-type doping 
line to 1 − 2 × 10,S	DE)..  
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Figure 4.12. Correlation between the frequencies of the G and 2D Raman modes of graphene. 
The data are obtained from Raman mapping of transferred graphene (tr Gr) on SiO2 and Pd 
substrate. Green stars are from the same area of tr Gr on Pd substrate but has been annealed at 
300˚C for one hour. Here, we take 51 = 1585.1	DE), and 5./ = 2676.6	DE), for pristine Gr 
with no strain and no doping.28 Solid P-type and n-type doping lines and the blue doping line are 
extracted from reference, assuming  TUVWTUX|ZA = 0.55.28 The black strain line is from first principle 
calculation assuming TUXT[ = −58	DE),/%, and TUVWT[ = −144	DE),/%.9 
 
Firstly, we compare the native strain in graphene monolayer grown on a low index Pd surface 
(flat region, map-1) and that on a high index surface (step region, map-2) on the same PdGr 
sample, as shown in Figure 4.13. The data points are clearly clustered into two groups. The blue 
squares which represent graphene on map-1 have a strain distribution from -0.1 to 0.2 %, 
whereas the red rectangles for map-2 lie between 0.2 to 0.4 %. This suggests graphene is in 
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tension within most of the locations on both maps, and is stretched more on the areas having 
surface reconstruction steps. While this experimental result - namely that graphene is in 
interfacial tension - may appear contradictory to theoretically predicted strain of graphene on Pd 
(111),20 the polycrystalline Pd grain structure provides a possible explanation. Graphene can be 
in tension on some crystalline orientations of Pd, but unfortunately, to date this has not been 
theoretically studied to our knowledge. At the time of writing this dissertation, our research 
group started collaborating with Prof. Harley Johnson from UIUC to make these theoretical 
calculations. Nonetheless, based on experimental data, we can measure the presence of tension in 
graphene.  This tension can be qualitatively explained by comparing the total energy – namely 
the elastic energy in graphene and surface energy at the Pd-Gr interface - in these two regions, 
see schematics in Figure 4.14. Given that Pd substrate contracts during the CVD cooling step 
after growth, and based on measurement of interfacial tension at room temperature, graphene 
must have been in higher tension at high temperature as well as the carbon crystallizes into 
graphene on Pd lattice. During cooling, graphene tends to relax its elastic strain while it interacts 
with the faceted Pd substrate. If a flat PdGr configuration (Pd orientation II in Figure 4.14) has 
less total energy (strain + surface) than that in a ridged PdGr (orientation I), Pd surface would 
remain flat and graphene can relax more tension strain until it becomes neutralized. On the other 
hand, if a ridged PdGr configuration has less total energy, tiny roughness on Pd surface would 
bunch and form larger steps or terrace. And in this case, pre-stretched graphene which conforms 
on Pd surface, cannot be fully relaxed, resulting in residual tension strain in it on step region. 
Notably, the observed hierarchical steps with a dominant direction would break the biaxial 
straining in graphene. As a result, graphene can contract or expand in the orthogonal direction, 
helping to form secondary small surface steps.  
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Figure 4.13. Correlation between the frequencies of the G and 2D Raman modes of graphene 
grown on Pd leaf. Inset SEM images show that the flat region on PdGr surface has larger 51  and 5./ than those in the terrace region. Scale bars: 1 µm. The strain line is from first principle 
calculation assuming biaxial strain with  TUXT[ = −58/% and TUVWT[ = −144/%.9 Solid P-type and 
n-type doping lines and the blue doping line are extracted from reference, assuming  TUVWTUX|ZA =0.55.28 
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Figure 4.14. Schematic of surface reconstruction on PdGr and strain relaxation in graphene on 
polycrystalline Pd substrate. Insets are typical example SEM images for the flat and step-
bunched PdGr surfaces. Scale bar for Pd II case: 1 µm and for Pd I case: 500 nm. 
 
This observation is quite consistent on as-grown PdGr thin film composites in this study. Figure 
4.15 gives another example of graphene monolayer across Pd (28181) (with a miscut angle J =9.9˚) and Pd (010) (J = 6.5˚). Figure 4.15a and 4.15b compare the frequencies (5) and full 
width at half maximum (FWHM, Γ) for G and 2D Raman modes respectively. Region II shows 
larger frequencies in both modes and a little wider FWHM. This is clear sign that Region II is in 
compression with respect to tension in region I. Correlation of SEM image (Figure 4.15c) with 
the strain map (Figure 4.15d) confirms this.  
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Figure 4.15. Strain relaxation of CVD grown graphene on polycrystalline Pd. (a) Γ\ − 51  
correlation shows region II has comparable FWHM but higher frequency compared to region I. 
(b) Γ.] − 5./ shows region II has wider FWHM and higher frequency compared to region I. (c) 
SEM image of region I and II. Scale bar: 2 µm. (d) Corresponding strain map assuming biaxial 
strain with  TUXT[ = −58/% and TUVWT[ = −144/% and a reference location at 51 = 1589.8	DE),. 
 
In addition, we have started characterization of the cross sections of PdGr surface reconstructions 
in TEM for more insights. The preliminary results for a graphene covered region on the Pd leaf 
are displayed in Figure 4.16. It can be clearly observed that Pd surface becomes faceted after 
graphene covered (Figure 4.16a and 4.16b). The dimensions of surface steps in Figure 4.16b 
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agree with the observations in AFM presented in Figure 4.10. A selected area electron diffraction 
(SAED) shown in Figure 4.16c for this sample confirms the single crystal structure in Pd 
substrate. A zoomed-in look at the PdGr step surface shows the secondary steps which are 
formed probably due to the graphene elasticity. Interestingly, the newly-formed rising surfaces of 
these tiny steps are on Pd {111} planes. These observations need to be compared with 
simulations results from Prof. Harley Johnson to drive more comprehensive understanding of the 
graphene-metal interfacial interactions.  
 
Figure 4.16. (a-b) Cross sectional TEM images show the flat Pd surface for non-graphene-
covered region and the reconstructed PdGr surface for graphene-covered region. Scale bar: 50 
nm. (c) SAED corresponding to (b), showing single crystal structure near Pd surface after 
graphene synthesis. (d) Zoomed-in TEM image showing the secondary steps. Notably, the 
nearly-formed step surfaces (the secondary steps which marked by arrows) are on Pd {111}.  
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4.4. Conclusions 
Graphene-metal interface conformability is a multiscale problem spacing the grainsize 
(microscale) to the atomic scale, and results in a rich plethora of strain configurations. We have 
studied these problems by synthesizing pristine graphene monolayers on a strongly interacting 
metal, namely Pd.  AMFM-AFM and Raman spectroscopy are used to characterize the interface 
conformability and native strain level in graphene. Biaxial tension up to 0.4 % is observed in 
graphene grown on Pd leaves. This straining is caused by free energy minimization in PdGr 
system including the surface and elastic energies, and is strongly related to the kinetics of the 
graphene’s pretension relaxation during CVD cooling stage.  
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CHAPTER 5: ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF GRAPHENE-COATED THIN METAL 
FILMS 
 
Abstract 
Successful synthesis of high-quality graphene on ultrathin metal films allows us to investigate the 
mechanical reinforcement from graphene layer in thin film composites. We firstly adopt the widely 
used membrane nanoindentation method to test the elastic behaviors of the circularly clamped as-
grown multilayer graphene-Ni (Ni-MLG) thin films. For monolayer graphene-metal, like PdGr 
leaf by rapid CVD synthesis, we use a modified Hertz contact model to analyze the shallow (≤1 
nm) indentation via atomic force microscope (AFM) on the supported PdGr thin film on SiO2 
substrate. Furthermore, we develop a numerical analysis route to precisely extract the elastic 
properties of freestanding thin films via microbridge nanoindentation. Specially, we synthesize 
high-quality graphene on freestanding ultrathin Pd films (30 – 300 nm thickness) via the rapid 
CVD process which has been developed in Chapter 3, and discuss the size effects on PdGr elastic 
properties. It is found that the elastic modulus of an ultrathin Pd film can be significantly enhanced 
by merely monolayer-bilayer graphene synthesis. And this elastic enhancement is inversely 
dependent of thin film thickness. We attribute this extraordinary elastic enhancement to the 
considerable graphene-metal interfacial stresses installed during CVD synthesis, which has been 
discussed in Chapter 4. It is known that surface and residual stress can effectively boost up the 
elastic modulus in the material on atomic scales, whereas this stress tuning effect is usually 
imperceptible on most thin film materials as the thickness is beyond 10 nm. In this chapter, we 
demonstrate the surface stress effect in thin Pd film within 200 nm by merely graphene synthesis.  
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5.1. Introduction to the elasticity of thin film materials 
5.1.1. Surface stress effect in nanoscale elasticity 
Materials with reduced dimensions such as nanowires, nanotubes and ultrathin films are suitable 
for applications requiring folding and stretching, since the flexural rigidity decreases cubically 
with thickness.1 By virtue of this stretchable geometry, ultrathin interconnects and electrical lines 
shaped like springs are finding applications in almost all novel flexible devices like flexible display, 
electronic textile, health care, human–machine interaction, to name a few.1-3 It is hence important 
to understand the mechanical behavior of ultrathin film materials and more specifically, to design 
new thin films having precisely controlled elastic properties. Mechanical degradation or failure of 
thin metal connections in flexible electronics would lead to a shorter lifetime or make device 
vulnerable to complete failure. In addition to design complex stretchable wavy structures, ultrathin 
film materials mechanical property reinforcement may guarantee a device’s long lifetime 
intrinsically. Strain-engineering of crystalline catalyst materials such as Pd is also another novel 
use of very thin films 4 where it is found that large compressive strains imparted due to interfacial 
energy can strongly tune the chemical reactivity. 
 
On one hand, materials exhibit exceptional mechanical behaviors when the dimensions of the 
structure approach some critical length scale of the material. Wong et al. have measured the elastic 
bending stiffness of SiC nanorods and multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) and observed spring 
force constant dependence on material diameters.5 Poncharal et al. have also measured the 
increased elastic bending moduli of MWNTs with reduced diameters.6 As for metals, Cuenot et al. 
have measured the elastic moduli of silver and lead nanowires and noticed increase in the  elastic 
modulus as the wire diameter decreases.7 For hard materials like diamond, Banerjee et al. recently 
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demonstrated the increase in the elastic strain limit by 9% by shrinking the diamond rod diameter 
to nanoscale.8 These experiments provide direct evidence for what is known as “scale effects” 
where the elastic properties of materials depend on size in the nanometer range. For materials with 
macroscopic sizes, the mechanical properties are controlled by the elastic strain energy, whereas 
at sub nanometer length scales, due to the increasing surface-to-volume ratio, surface effects 
including surface stresses 7, 9, 10 and surface toughness8 become predominant and can significantly 
modify material properties. It should be noted that surface elasticity of a solid body -related to 
surface stresses or tractions- is the reversible work per unit area needed to elastically stretch a 
preexisting surface and is a function of -but not equivalent to- material’s surface energy.11 Bare 
elementary crystals usually have low surface energies, e.g. Ni (110): 2.44 Jm-2, Mo (110): 2.07 
Jm-2, Si (110): 1.39 Jm-2.12 Pd (110) has surface energy around 1.6 J	m$%,12, 13 and imperceptible 
thickness dependence when Pd is thicker than 10 nm.11 However, as demonstrated in this study, 
the effective surface modulus of graphene-coated metals can reach higher values than the surface 
energy leading to greater increase in the measured bulk modulus. 
 
In this study, we propose a new route to reinforce the elastic constant of thin metal nanoribbons 
by directly growing graphene on the metal surface. We synthesize high-quality graphene wrapping 
around ultrathin palladium (Pd) nanoribbons via a rapid Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) 
process which has been developed in our previous study,14 and observe the size dependent elastic 
modulus in palladium graphene (PdGr) composite thin films. Graphene is a 2D surface of sp2-
hybridized carbon atoms, has an extremely high in-plane mechanical stiffness. Incorporating high 
quality graphene on the surface of metal structures as a laminated composite is a promising way 
to exploit its properties for applications.15-17 In this case, the graphene acts as an increased surface 
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modulus of the nanoribbons and due to its high modulus, it affects the mechanical stiffness of the 
nanoribbons. Further, the interface between the Pd and the graphene experiences residual stresses 
due to the mismatch between the lattice spacing and the thermal expansion coefficients of graphene 
and the metal.18-21 For example, the synthesis-induced pre-strain in graphene can be up to 0.40 % 
compression in graphene-Cu epitaxial region like Cu (111).21 We exploit the higher interfacial 
stress in lattice mismatched systems, like graphene-Pd and exploit this large surface stresses in 
seed metal to modulate the elastic moduli of the composite nanoribbon. 
 
5.1.2. Mechanical property measurement for thin film materials 
To verify thin film mechanical properties, there are extensive studies on testing the mechanical 
behaviors at nanometer to micrometer scale either they are free-standing22, 23 or on substrates.24, 25 
Nanoindentation measurements have been successfully used to acquire the elastic and fracture 
properties of ultrathin materials like graphene monolayer membrane,26 graphene ribbons,27 
graphene oxide sheets28 and ultrathin metal films24, 29, 30 for its high spatial resolution and load 
sensitivity. A nonlinear load-displacement dependence is used to fit the indentation data and derive 
the elastic Young’s modulus and other mechanical properties. Nevertheless, three factors may 
cause the uncertainty in the indentation data analysis for graphene-metal thin film composites. 
Firstly, when indenting on the supported graphene-metal thin films on the rigid substrate, the high 
inhomogeneity of this composition and the anisotropy between graphene’s in-plane and 
perpendicular-to-the-plane properties can make the traditional Hertz contact mechanics not 
suitable to model the deformation between the indenter tip and graphene-metal surface, because 
the Hertz contact model is originally valid only for isotropic half-spaces.31 Second, for freestanding 
circularly clamped graphene-metal membrane or doubly clamped microbridge, sample’s slackness 
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or graphene wrinkles in the beginning of indentation may cause softening effect to data analysis. 
The third factor, especially for metallic materials, is the strain hardening effect due to inelastic 
deformation in thin films with large deformation. The existing load-displacement dependence for 
the elastic membrane bending-stretching deformation fails to yield reliable modulus values from 
indentation data affected by the last two factors. In this study, we firstly adopt the widely used 
circularly clamped membrane indentation method to test the elastic behaviors of as-grown Ni-
MLG thin film discussed in the previous chapter. For monolayer graphene-metal, like PdGr leaf 
by rapid CVD synthesis, we use a modified Hertz contact model32 to analyze the shallow (<1 nm) 
indentation via atomic force microscope (AFM) on the supported PdGr thin film on SiO2 substrate. 
Furthermore, we develop a modified numerical analysis route to precisely extract the elastic 
properties of a freestanding ultrathin film. We synthesize high-quality graphene on freestanding 
ultrathin Pd films via a rapid CVD process which has been developed in previous study,14 and 
analyze the size effects on PdGr elastic properties. 
 
5.2. The elasticity enhancement in CVD grown Ni-MLG thin film composties 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the CVD-grown Ni-MLG films can be delaminated from the SiO2 
substrate by slowly submerging into water, and then transferred onto a rigid substrate with ø160 
µm perforation. We use a spherical diamond indenter having 5 µm diameter and cone angle of 60˚ 
to indent the center of the clamped freestanding Ni-MLG membrane, as sketched in Figure 5.1. 
The force (load) and membrane deflection (displacement) are directly measured from the Hysitron 
TI-950 Triboindenter. The transducer resolution is 1 nN for load and 0.02 nm for displacement. 
Load-control mode is used with pre-loading of 2 µN and loading rate of 80 µN s-1.   
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Figure 5.1. Schematic of nanoindentation on a circularly clamped freestanding Ni-MLG thin 
film. 
 
Figure 5.2 shows the loading-unloading behaviors of as-grown Ni-MLG thin film with peak loads 
of 20, 30 and 100 µN. From the shape of unloading curves, we identify that a load below 20 µN 
and displacement less than 1000 nm retains the elastic deformation in membrane. Higher loads 
than this, like #3, demonstrate measureable hysteresis that we attribute to limited Ni plasticity, slip 
within MLG layers and interfacial slip between MLG and underlying Ni. In order to investigate 
the mechanics at graphene and Ni interface, we test the as-grown Ni-ML, MLG (i.e. Ni etched 
from Ni-MLG using FeCl3/HCl etchant) and the control samples of deposited Ni by sputtering 
(thickness: 155.2 nm) and Ni-C (i.e. MLG etched Ni-MLG using O2 reactive ion etching (RIE)).  
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Figure 5.2. Typical loading-unloading curves for freestanding Ni-MLG membrane, showing the 
elastic regime for curve fitting and hysteresis at large membrane deflections. (Load #1: 0-20 µN, 
load #2: 0-30 µN and load #3: 0-100 µN. There is 1 µm offset in w' between different loading 
cycles.)  
 
Figure 5.3a and 5.3b display the typical load-displacement curves of freestanding Ni-MLG, MLG 
and bare Ni. We carry out extensive nanoindentation studies using loads ranging from 20 to 800 
µN, all the way until membrane fracture. In this chapter, we mainly focus on the loading-
displacement curves in the elastic regime (w' < 1000	nm). Notably, in the range where the ratio 
of indenter tip diameter (c) to membrane diameter (a) is small (c/a ≪ 1), the analytical description 
of a clamped circular thin film under central point load with a prestrain (due to residual stress in 
transfer process) can apply for analysis.33 A continuum mechanics model capturing the bending-
stretching deformation in thin films can be expressed as Equation 5.1:  P = 345678(:$;<)=< w' + %4?@6AB	(=/C) w' + 56=<DE7 w'8       (5.1) 
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 where P and w' are the applied load and thin film central displacement, a and c are radius of thin 
film and indenter tip, h is thin film thickness, E and ν are the elastic modulus and the Poisson’s 
ratio, σ' is the residual stress in the clamped thin film due to biaxial stretching during transfer 
process, and f; is the function of Poisson’s ratio as 1.0491 − 0.1462ν − 0.1583ν%.34 Equation 5.1 
combines plate-bending behavior within the first two linear terms and membrane stretching 
behavior represented by the third nonlinear term. E and σ' are calculated by least square fitting of 
the measured indentation data. In our experiments, membrane deflection is large due to the large 
membrane size, small indenter tip and thin sample thickness, thus the nonlinear term in Equation 
5.1 turns to be more significant and it governs the curve shape in Figure 5.3a and 5.3b. Figure 5.3c 
summarizes the calculated elastic moduli for all type of membranes using Equation 1. As-sputtered 
Ni film has the elastic modulus of ETU = 158.5 ± 7.4	GPa, which is 79 % of the bulk values of Ni 
(200 GPa). This discrepancy can be mainly caused by the surface roughness of the sputtered Ni 
films resulting in difficulty in accurate estimation of thin film thickness for its mechanics. The 
tested thin Ni circular membrane in this study have very large diameter to thickness ratio and a 
large number of columnar grains (~8.6 × 10[). For the MLG membrane (Ni-etched), the elastic 
modulus is E\]^ = 629.3 ± 3.2	GPa , which is 62.9 % of the intrinsic modulus of graphene 
monolayer.26 We believe that the behavior of these MLG films is more indicative measure of the 
expected behavior of graphene with realistic quality and defect densities. It is notable that at large 
load values, discontinuities in the load-displacement data indicate the initiation and stable 
propagation of nanocracks in MLG, shown as the dips in Figure 5.3b. As for as-grown Ni-MLG 
composites, we use the values calculated from the 10-min synthesis duration, which shows the 
highest mechanical performance. In this case, the MLG thickness is 10.9 nm, which corresponds 
to Ni-MLG composite having 7.4 vol % MLG. The result is ETU$\]^ = 285.2.3 ± 13.6	GPa, 
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representing 79.9 % increase over those for bare Ni, indeed confirming reinforcement beyond the 
rules of mixture bounds. To further understand the origin of these enhancement, we test Ni-C 
(MLG etched) and obtain very close elastic modulus value of ETU$_ compared to ETU, but ~6.1 % 
increase in strength than that of as-sputtered Ni (we will discuss this in the following chapter). The 
difference between Ni-C and Ni can be attributed to carbon solid solution strengthening by 
dissolved carbon atoms and carbide phase formation (will be discussed later in this chapter). In 
addition, the MLG-on-Ni thin film (transferred MLG onto Ni-C), with absence of graphene-metal 
interfacial strength, also exhibits very similar elastic modulus as ETU. These observations clearly 
suggest that the observed elastic enhancement in Ni-MLG composites stems from superb 
properties of graphene including the graphene-metal interface from CVD synthesis. We will 
discuss this in more details in Pd-Gr system in this chapter. 
 
The mechanical properties of Ni-MLG composites with different MLG thickness are also 
investigated. Figure 5.3d shows the dependence of ETU$\]^ on MLG thickness. We observe a 
trend that films having 10.9 nm average MLG thickness (10-min growth case in Chapter 3) have 
the highest elastic modulus. This is because of the reason that shorter growth time (< 10 min) 
cannot yield fully covered MLG on Ni, while the longer growth usually results in non-uniformities 
in MLG.  
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Figure 5.3. Mechanical behaviors of freestanding Ni-MLG membranes. (a) raw loading-
displacement (central point) curves for freestanding Ni-MLG, bare Ni and MLG membranes. 
Note the difference between their thicknesses. Curve fitting using Equation 1 is used to extract 
the Young’s modulus, and the logarithmic scale inset plot shows the slope change transition from 
bending-dominated deformation to membrane stretching as loading increases. (b) Load-
displacement and curve fitting for freestanding MLG, in which micro-cracks initiate at high 
membrane deflections (> 3 µm). (c) Summary of the measured elastic moduli in the designed 
thin films. (d) Dependence of E of as-grown Ni-MLG on MLG thickness. 
 
What should be mentioned is, we verify that Equation 5.1 can be applied to analyze the 
homogenized elastic properties of all of our films, including Ni-MLG laminated composites. In 
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Figure 5.4, we compare Equation 5.1 with finite element method (FEM) simulations using 
COMSOL,35 and we verify that the difference between the homogenized composite and the 
multilayered composite membranes is small compared to other variations and experimental errors, 
which validates the applicability of Equation 5.1 for our analysis.  
 
Figure 5.4. Comparison of load-displacement curves between nanoindentation experiments, 
COMSOL simulations and analytical calculations using Equation 1 for (a) annealed thin Ni film 
(removing graphene from Ni-MLG), (b) as-grown Ni-MLG thin film, (c) annealed Ni beyond the 
elastic regime, (d) Ni-MLG beyond the elastic regime. (Parameters used in calculations: 137.8 
nm-thick Ni, 10.9 nm thick MLG, ETU = 156.6	GPa, υTU = 0.31, σ'	TU = 32.8	MPa, E\]^ =629.3	GPa, υ\]^ = 0.16, σ'	TU\]^ = 30.0	MPa) 
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5.3. The elasticity enhancement of CVD grown PdGr thin film composites  
5.3.1. Indentation modulus increase by graphene monolayer synthesis 
The possible interlayer sliding within MLG layer36 and non-uniformity and high defect density in 
MLG37 can cause additional softening effect to mechanical behaviors of graphene-metal 
nanocomposites. Considering this, we turn to Pd-monolayer graphene (Pd-Gr) leaf produced via 
the rapid CVD synthesis in chapter 3 for the following mechanical characterizations. Pd is selected 
as the metal substrate for graphene-metal thin film composites for the following reasons: (i) Pd 
has high melting point and high carbon solubility at the graphene synthesis temperatures. These 
properties allow us to synthesize high-quality graphene via a rapid CVD process without thin film 
dewetting.14 (ii) A large in-plane lattice mismatch between graphene and Pd (~3.3 % strain in Pd 
substrate) and large thermal expansion difference (Pd: 11.8	 × 10$b	K$:  and Gr: (−8.0	 ±0.7) × 10$b	K$: )38 which drive large residual surface stresses and give rise to interesting 
mechanical behavior. 
 
Firstly, the elastic perpendicular-to-the-plane response of as-grown PdGr leaf is measured by 
indenting with a diamond-coated probe via AFM. Figure 5.5 shows the geometry of the AFM 
probe having a tip diameter of 100 nm.  
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Figure 5.5. (a) SEM image of the AFM probe tip, which is made of diamond coated silicon. 
Scale bar: 50 µm. (b) The zoomed-in image showing the tip radius R of ~50 nm. Scale bar: 1 
µm. 
 
Figure 5.6a shows the force curves of bare Pd leaf, PdGr and PdC (no graphene covered region on 
PdGr sample). In this study, we present results using small loads of less than 150 nN, ensuring the 
elastic deformation at indentation displacement of less than 1 nm. The bare Pd leaf shows 
negligible hysteresis between loading and unloading curves, while PdGr composites show limited 
hysteresis possible due to PdGr interfacial slip. For sub-nm indentation, a continuum mechanics 
model based on Hertz contact theory32 can be utilized to estimate the effect perpendicular-to-the-
plane elasticity from the unloading data: F = 38 Ee√Rδ8/%, where F is the indentation load, δ is the 
displacement. Ee = i:$;<5 + :$;j<5j k$:, with El = 1050	GPa, νl = 0.2 being the Young’s modulus 
and the Poisson’s ratio of the diamond tip. The effective modulus of PdGr leaf is 223.6 ±23.4	GPa, which is close to 2.5-fold increase over the as-received bare Pd leaf, as shown in Figure 
5.6b. This is an impressive stiffening effect considering that it is due to only a single monolayer 
added on the surface of an already stiff material (Emn~121	GPa). We also report the effective 
modulus of areas on the same leaf, which underwent the CVD synthesis but have not been covered 
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with graphene, referred to as PdC. PdGr is stiffer than PdC by ~60 %. The origin of these difference 
is clearly from superb mechanical property of as-grown graphene monolayer and the defect-scarce 
Pd-Gr interfacial bonding.  
 
Figure 5.6. Mechanical behavior of as-grown PdGr leaves under AFM indentation. (a) Typical 
force curves of as-received Pd leaf, annealed PdC leaf and as-grown PdGr leaf. (b) The effective 
elastic moduli measured from AFM indentation, showing significant reinforcement in Pd thin 
film by monolayer graphene growth. 
 
5.3.2. Fabrication of freestanding PdGr thin film composites 
Pd is used as the metal substrate for graphene-metal composite nanoribbons for the following 
reasons: (i) Pd is an excellent catalyst, has a high melting point and high solid carbon solubility 
which makes it suitable for segregation-driven graphene synthesis. These properties allow us to 
fabricate high-quality graphene via a rapid CVD process while avoiding solid-state dewetting 
which challenges the stability of thin films at high temperatures.14 (ii) Graphene-Pd has large 
lattice mismatch (~ 3.3 % theoretically-predicted lattice mismatch compressive strain on Pd (111) 
surface)39 and large thermal expansion mismatch (Pd: 11.8	 × 10$b	K$:  and Gr: (−8.0	 ±
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0.7) × 10$b	K$:).38 Figure 5.7 illustrates the fabrication processes of freestanding Pd-graphene 
(PdGr) composite nanoribbon for microbridge testing. A series of 4 µm-wide, 20 µm spaced thin 
Pd nanoribbon arrays with the thickness ranging from 36 nm to 300 nm are sputtered on a SiO2 
(300 nm)/Si substrate with deposition rate of 0.7 Å s-1 at room temperature, as sketched in Figure 
5.7a. The Pd nanoribbons are annealed at 550 ˚ C for 3 hours in Helium environment. The annealing 
step leads to uniform columnar grain structures.17 We use PMMA as a carrier layer to transfer the 
Pd nanoribbon arrays on a SiO2/Si TEM grid.40 Notably, Pd films can readily delaminate from 
SiO2 surface by dipping into 0.3 vol % hydrofluoric acid solution, due to the weak Pd-SiO2 
interfacial bonding. The TEM grid is made of SiO2/Si and has a through slot with a 110 µm wide 
gap. The transferred Pd nanoribbon arrays are aligned and bridge the slot (Figure 5.7b). After 
transfer, the PMMA carrier layer can be removed by Ar-O2 reactive ion etching (RIE), leaving the 
suspended ultrathin Pd nanoribbons on the slotted TEM grid. The whole sample is then loaded in 
a high temperature furnace (1100 ˚C) for graphene synthesis using a rapid CVD process, which 
has been developed in our previous study (Figure 5.7c).14 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
images in Figure 5.7d and 5.7e present the uniform morphologies of as-grown PdGr nanoribbons 
suspended over the TEM grid. We confirm that graphene coating wraps around freestanding Pd 
nanoribbons using transmission electron microscope (TEM) and Raman spectroscopy, as shown 
in Figure 5.7f and 5.7g. TEM images show that we get continuous bilayer graphene coating the 
Pd, and they conformably wrap the Pd surface. In some localized regions we see three layers but 
they are not continuous and their contribution to the overall behavior is minimal. At the same spot 
shown in Figure 5.7f, the characteristic Raman feature, the so-called G peak, lies at 1573 cm-1 
confirming the sp2 hybridized carbon on Pd nanoribbon. 
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Figure 5.7. Fabrication of freestanding PdGr nanoribbons. (a) Schematic of the sputtered Pd 
nanoribbons on SiO2/Si substrate. (b) Pd nanoribbons are transferred using PMMA carrier layer 
onto a TEM grid with a rectangular aperture opening. Transferred Pd nanoribbons are suspended 
across the slot and the PMMA layer can be removed by reactive ion etching (RIE). (c) Graphene 
is synthesized by Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) and wraps the freestanding Pd 
nanoribbons. (d) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) image of the grown PdGr nanoribbons. 
Scale bar: 20 µm. (e) Higher magnification SEM. Scale bar: 2 µm. (f) Top view TEM image 
confirms that the nanoribbon is locally covered by continuous bilayer graphene conformable to 
the Pd surface, and a third layer is seen in some regions. Scale bar 2 nm. (g) Raman spectrum of 
the grown PdGr with G peak frequency at 1573 cm-1 with excitation wavelength of 405 nm. Note 
that graphene’s Raman signal is very weak when epitaxially layered on Pd. 
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Table 5.1. Dimensions of freestanding Pd and PdGr thin films measured in TEM (freestanding 
length: 105-110 µm) 
Material Width (µm) Sample thickness (nm) Gr thickness (nm) 
Pd-1 4.8 38 ± 4 - 
Pd-2 4.5 66 ± 6 - 
Pd-3 4.2 80 ± 3 - 
Pd-4 5.0 151 ± 6 - 
Pd-5 4.7 253 ± 6 - 
Pd-6 4.5 289 ± 8 - 
PdGr-1 4.5 36 ± 3 0.65 
PdGr-2 4.2 71 ± 5 0.65 
PdGr-3 4.5 84 ± 5 0.97 
PdGr-4 4.5 190 ± 5 1.28 
PdGr-5 4.5 256 ± 8 0.65 
PdGr-6 4.5 298 ± 7 0.65 
 
5.3.3. Deflection of Pd and PdGr thin films in microbridge nanoindentation 
We developed and validated a model to precisely determine the elastic modulus of nanoribbons in 
a non-ideal microbridge geometry. Freestanding Pd nanoribbons shown in Figure 1b usually have 
some slack on the TEM grid resulting during transfer. We measured the 3D profiles of freestanding 
Pd nanoribbons using a confocal laser profilometer (Keyence VK-X1000), as displayed in Figure 
5.8a. Figure 5.8b shows a typical z-profile of a slack bare Pd nanoribbon.  A wedge indenter (200 
± 50 nm tip radius, 15 µm edge, 30˚ defining angle, Micro Star Tech.) applies a line loading in the 
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middle of a freestanding nanoribbon for the microbridge testing. On the other hand, stresses 
produced during the CVD synthesis remove the slack and result in slight taut nanoribbons, possibly 
due to thermal expansion mismatch between Pd and the SiO2/Si substrate. Figure 5.8c and 5.8d 
show the 3D and z-profiles of as-grown PdGr nanoribbons with relatively taut morphology. 
Straining the slack of Pd nanoribbons during nanoindentation can cause a displacement drift ∆h in 
load-displacement (P − h) measurement that can effectively soften the apparent stiffness during 
data analysis. This measurement uncertainty is nontrivial but frequently ignored in testing of 
freestanding thin films. In this study, we consider such displacement drift in microbridge 
nanoindentation model and develop a numerical analysis method to extract the elastic properties 
from indentation data properly. 
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Figure 5.8. Nanoindentation on freestanding nanoribbons. (a) Measured 3D profile of 
freestanding Pd nanoribbons before CVD synthesis by laser confocal microscope. A wedge 
indenter applies line loading in the middle of each nanoribbon. (b) Typical Z-profile of a slack 
Pd nanoribbon. (c) 3D profile of freestanding PdGr nanoribbons after CVD synthesis, showing 
relatively straight morphologies. (d) Typical Z-profile of a PdGr nanoribbon. (e) Typical 
loading-unloading curves of bare Pd and PdGr nanoribbons. The hysteresis between loading and 
unloading curves for Pd nanoribbon is from experimental artifact30 and straightening of the slack 
nanoribbon during indentation. PdGr shows negligible hysteresis due to nanoribbon self-
straightening after high temperature growth. (f) Cyclic loading curves on the same Pd 
nanoribbon. There is negligible variance in P − h behavior after the first loading cycle. 
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Figure 5.8e presents the typical P − h  curves from nanoindentation measurements on a Pd 
nanoribbon and a PdGr nanoribbon. Deformation of the slack geometry causes a noticeable 
hysteresis in the first one or two cycles of loading and unloading curves for Pd, however, this is 
negligible for PdGr and PdC. This hysteresis can add additional uncertainty in displacement 
measurement and affect the fitting results. To minimize such measurement uncertainty, we applied 
cyclic loadings on Pd, as shown in Figure 5.8f. After the first loading cycle (the black line), the 
subsequent loading curves almost coincide which indicates that the slack nanoribbon aligns itself 
perpendicularly to the indenter edge and the nanoribbon deflection becomes normal. 
 
The elastic properties of a freestanding pre-strained nanoribbon can be extracted from the P − h 
behaviors using the reported indentation models.30 However, in this study, the slack in the 
freestanding nanoribbon needs to be taken into consideration. We analyze the deformation of a 
freestanding slack Pd nanoribbon, as sketched in Figure 5.9a. The dark black line represents the 
Z-profiles of a Pd nanoribbon before CVD synthesis. The slack of the bare Pd nanoribbon is h' = 
0.8 µm. The nanoribbon self-aligns to the load applied by a wedge indenter by straightening the 
slack geometry. Depending on the initial slack geometry, a Pd nanoribbon is subjected to flexural 
and tension deformation during straightening. The light gray line l: in Figure 5.9a illustrates how 
the nanoribbon becomes taut with a deflection h:, and from this point onward, stretching along the 
length direction dominates the nanoribbon load-deformation. As indentation proceeds, the 
nanoribbon deflects to h%, as shown in Figure 5.9a line l%. Previous studies have shown that, except 
for a very small range of initial deformation,  the bending deformation does not affect the 
calculation of the elastic properties in microbridge testing and can be ignored for ultrathin film 
materials.28, 30 In this study, we focus on the nanoribbon’s deflection from h:  to h%  with the 
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following assumptions: the bending moment can be ignored, nanoribbon is in tension and elastic 
during indentation, nanoribbon is well clamped on a rigid substrate without sliding. A new analysis 
is carried out to accurately extract the modulus from the nanoindentation load displacement of 
nanoribbon having slack, and more details are presented as follows:  
 
The strain from h: to h% can be expressed as shown in Eq. 5.2: sin(θ%) = %6<A< = %6<Atu∆A; tan(θ%) = %6<A@ ;  ε:→% = ∆AAt = %6<yUB(z<)At − 1         (5.2) 
The tension in nanoribbon at h% is: N% = m<%yUB	(z<) = A(Eε:→% + σ:); while σ: is the stress installed in nanoribbon at h:. 
And the applied load from wedge indenter:  P% = 2 sin(θ%) AEε:→% + 2Aσ: sin(θ%) = 3}56<At − 2AEsin(θ%) + 2Aσ:sin	(θ%); 
The Taylor series of sin	(θ%) gives sin ~tan$: i%6<A@ k = %6<A@ − 36<7A@7 ; P% = iÄ}5A@7 − Ä}?tA@7 k h%8 + i− 3}5A@ + 3}5At + 3}?tA@ k h%      (5.3) 
Notably, due to the slack, h% is greater than the real indentation-induced displacement of the Pd 
nanoribbon. In addition, there is a preload in nanoindentation for zero-deflection point detection. 
In this study, the preload is around 2 µN. h% can be expressed as the sum of the measured deflection 
data and slack height h' as well as the pre-deflection hÅeÇ. h% = h + h' + hÅeÇ = h + h:        (5.4) P% = P + PÅeÇ; 
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P = iÄ}5A@7 − Ä}?tA@7 k h8 + i%3}56tA@7 − %3}?t6tA@7 k h% + i%3}56t<A@7 − %3}?t6t<A@7 + 3}?tA@ − 3}5A@ + 3}5At k h +
Ä}56t7A@7 − Ä}?6t7A@7 − 3}56tA@ + 3}?t6tA@ + 3}56tAt − PÅeÇ      (5.5) P = f:h8 + f%h% + f8h + f3         (5.6) 
Instead of the cubic-linear relation in the membrane model reported in previous studies,28, 30 here 
we use a full 3rd order polynomial function (Eq. 5.6) to analyze the P − h data. The elastic modulus 
of a slack Pd nanoribbon can be determined from least square fitting of the measured P − h curve 
using Eq. 5.7. 
⇒ h: = D<8Dt and l: = 2ÑA@<3 + h:% = 2ÑA@<3 + i D<8Dt	k%; 
⇒ ÖE = At3} (f8 − D<<8Dt + DtA@7% )σ: = Ä}5$DtA@7Ä}          (5.7) 
 
As mentioned earlier, this previous analysis is relevant for the Pd nanoribbons without graphene. 
On the other hand, after graphene synthesis, the slack Pd nanoribbons can be stretched and even 
turn to be in uniaxial tension due to thermal expansion mismatch between Pd and the TEM 
substrate during high temperature CVD processes. Freestanding PdGr nanoribbon is straight 
before indentation, hence we can modify Eq. 5.4 as: h' → 0, h: = hÅeÇ, N%á = m<à%yUB	(z<) = A(Eε'→% + σe); P%á = iÄ}5A@7 − Ä}?âA@7 k h%8 + 3}?âA@ h%        (5.8) 
Eq. 5.8 is similar to the reported membrane model.30 Considering the preload for zero-deflection 
point, load-displacement relation can be rewritten as:  
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Pá = iÄ}5A@7 − Ä}?âA@7 k h8 + i%3}56tA@7 − %3}?_e	6tA@7 k h% + i%3}56t<A@7 − %3}?6t<A@7 + 3}?âA@ k h + Ä}56t7A@7 −
Ä}?â6t7A@7 − 3}56tA@ + 3}?â6tA@ − PÅeÇ = f:áh8 + f%áh% + f8áh + f3á      (5.9) 
Eq. 5.9 also gives a fully polynomial function for nanoindentation data processing, while the elastic 
modulus of a pre-strained PdGr can be extracted using Eq. 5.10 as below: ⇒ h: = hÅeÇ = D<8Dt; 
⇒ ÖE = DtA@7Ä} + A@3} (f8 − D<<8Dt)σe = A@3} (f8 − D<<8Dt)          (5.10) 
 
The difference between Eq. 5.7 and Eq. 10, especially for the modulus is l: term. When h' is small, l: → l' and two equations will lead to the same results. 
 
The elastic modulus of the suspended nanoribbons can be determined by fitting the measured P −h  loading or unloading curves using Eq. 5.10. However, the proposed load-displacement 
mathematical models accurately fit the measured data only in the range where the assumptions of 
the model hold: the nanoribbon which was originally slack became taut due to the indentation load. 
We observe that the uncertainty in zero-displacement significantly affects the fitting results since 
a small displacement drift can lead to large uncertainty in the elastic modulus due to the cubic term 
in Eq. 5.3 and Eq. 5.5. For nanoindentation measurement on slack nanoribbons, we need to avoid 
the early stage in P − h data (h < h:) which corresponds to nanoribbon straightening deformation 
and fit the stretching dominated region which can be captured in the aforementioned analysis. 
Moreover, the nanoribbons can plastically deform at large strains in nanoindentation.17 Fitting the 
full range of P − h data using the elastic deformation models could hence lead to errors. To solve 
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these limitations, a careful selection of the fitting range of raw P − h data can be used to precisely 
determine the elastic modulus using the proposed indentation model, and this method is validated 
numerically.  
 
Figure 5.9b illustrates the strategy to determine the elastic modulus of Pd thin films. The whole 
data is fitted using Eq 5.6 at various fitting ranges (FR) and varying starting points (SP), shown as 
the red dashed line in Figure 5.9b. Varying these two enables the determination of the taut 
configuration and extracts only the elastic modulus respectively. We calculate the root mean 
square error (RMSE) of the least square fitting to examine the goodness of curve fitting and use 
Eq. 5.7 to determine the elastic modulus for Pd. We first validate this fitting approach using finite 
element analysis (FEA) data. We model in COMSOL various nanoribbons having initial slack 
with different geometries and indent them to extract a numerical P − h curve, then apply the fitting 
approach to this data (see Figure 5.10-5.12). Figure 5.9c displays the calculated moduli using the 
proposed numerical fitting method on the simulated P − h data (Figure 5.11a) using Eq. 5.7 with 
varying SPs and FRs. Figure 5.9d shows that the mean value of the curve fitted modulus 
corresponds to the modulus used in the FEA simulations (103 GPa) with less than 4% error. To 
get more insights into the variations in fitted modulus, as shown in Figure 5.11b, for a specific 
fitting range, e.g. FR = 1.3 µm, too small SP leads to high RMSEs which indicate poor goodness 
of fitting due to the slack. On the other hand, when the SP is too large, the nanoribbon is under 
initial tensile stress at the assumed zero-point which is not taken into account correctly. Moreover, 
if the fitting range is too large, plastic behavior at the end of nanoindentation will affect the 
goodness of fit. As a result, the calculated moduli with small or large SP show unrealistic and 
inconsistent values from the given property (103 GPa) in FEA, as shown in Figure 5.9c. Notably, 
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there is a fitting range with the intermediate SPs and FRs yielding consistent modulus and the 
minimum RMSE. Converting Figure 5.9c into modulus histogram displayed in Figure 5.9d, we 
can determine the mean calculated modulus of 107.1 GPa, which has less than 4% error compared 
to the 103 GPa used as the input modulus in FEA. We have extensively validated the reliability of 
the proposed curve fitting method for the microbridge testing data analysis. COMSOL structural 
mechanics module35 is used to generate the P − h behavior of a slack freestanding Pd strip when 
indented by a wedge indenter in the middle, as show in Figure 5.10a. According to the 3D profile 
measurements mentioned in the manuscript, we select a slackness h' = 2	µm, and strip width of 
4 µm and length of 110 µm, thickness of 150 nm. A line loading of 25 µN is applied to the middle 
of strip. The elastic modulus of Pd material is 103 GPa and the yield strength is 225 MPa. Figure 
S1 shows the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) models of freestanding Pd nanoribbons used in the 
validation of the indentation approach. Figure 5.10a represents the slack nanoribbons similar to 
the experiments, and Figure 5.10b is a more general case with a “S” shape. Both ribbons are 
indented in the middle with a line loading. Figure 5.11a displays the simulated P − h data for the 
strip with geometry shown in Figure 5.10a. Figure S2b shows the RMSE map in a SP and FR 
space. There is intermediate SPs and FRs leading to low RMSE values and a consistent modulus 
value. We obtain the mean modulus value of 107.1 GPa as shown in Figure 5.9c and 5.9d.  
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Figure 5.9. The elastic modulus measurement approach, numerical validation and experimental 
data. (a) Schematic of the straightening and stretching of a slack Pd nanoribbon. (b) Curve fitting 
of a typical P − h data of a Pd nanoribbon, with a varying fitting range (FR) and starting point 
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Figure 5.9 (cont.) 
 (SP). (c) Validation of numerical fitting method using the simulated P − h data from COMSOL. 
The distribution of calculated elastic modulus E. (d) Histogram of calculated E in the range of 
50-200 GPa, with a mean value of 107.1 GPa. (e) The distribution of calculated elastic modulus E of the experimentally measured P − h data of a bare Pd nanoribbon. Pd thickness: 66 nm. (f) 
Corresponding histogram of measured E to (e), with a mean value of 104.3 GPa. (g) The 
distribution of calculated elastic modulus E of PdGr nanoribbon. (h) Corresponding histogram of E to (g). 
 
A more general slack geometry with “S” shape as shown in Figure 5.11b is also analyzed. Figure 
5.12a shows the corresponding simulated P − h  data. Figure 5.12b shows the calculated E 
histogram with the mean value of 107.8 GPa. Notably, the slack geometry in this case needs longer 
time to be straightened (see Figure S5a and the inset z-profile evolution). The mean modulus 
matches well with the input property used in COMSOL simulation. These analyses suggest that 
the fitting method adopted can properly extract the elastic modulus of the ultrathin Pd films. 
 
Figure 5.10. (a) A COMSOL simulation model of a freestanding thin Pd nanoribbon with a 
slackness of h' and doubly clamped ends. A line load (P) is applied to the middle of the 
nanoribbon. (b) A COMSOL model of a “S” shape slack Pd nanoribbon.  
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Figure 5.11. Validation of numerical fitting method-1. (a) Simulated P − h behavior of a slack 
Pd nanoribbon. COMSOL solid mechanics interface is used in order to represent the elastoplastic 
behaviors (the black line) of ultrathin metal ribbons during microbridge testing. This plastic 
deformation in freestanding nanoribbons cannot be captured using the elastic models (the red 
dash line) at large indent region. Inset: evolution of Pd ribbon from slack to stretching state. (b) 
Distribution of curve fitting RMSE with varying SP and FR. 
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Figure 5.12. Validation of numerical fitting method-2. (a) Simulated P − h behavior of a slack 
Pd nanoribbon with a “S” shape. (b) Histogram of calculated elastic modulus. The mean value is 
104.8 GPa, which is very close to the input property (103 GPa) in FEA simulation.  
 
This approach is used to measure the moduli of Pd and PdGr nanoribbons from indentation of 
suspended microbridges such as the ones shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. Figure 5.9e and 5.9f display 
the curve fitting results with the measured P − h data of a slack Pd nanoribbon in the microbridge 
testing. The means values and the data distributions are shown in Figure 5.9f and 5.9h, and the 
moduli of Pd and PdGr are found to be 104.3 GPa (66 nm thick) and 142.5 GPa (71 nm thick) 
respectively. Similarly, we gain more insights by inspecting the roles of SP and FR on the 
measured mean modulus. Figure 5.9e and 5.9g show the existence of a fitting range in which the 
calculated elastic modulus is stable relative to variations in SP or FR, while also maintaining low 
RMSE (Figure 5.13a). A small SP or FR, e.g. FR = 1.8 µm, leads to high RMSE and fluctuating 
modulus, which indicates poor goodness of fitting due to the geometry of slack and deformation 
in Pd nanoribbon at the beginning of nanoindentation. While a large SP or FR, e.g. FR = 2.2 µm, 
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gives the decaying modulus as SP increases due to plasticity effects taking place at large 
deflections. Notably, there is a plateau in E that is independent of SP and FR and reflects the real 
elastic property of the nanoribbon, see the zoomed-in inset in Figure 5.13b. This plateau in E 
coincides with the mean modulus value of 104.3 GPa shown in Figure 5.9f. For the P − h  region 
where the elastic theoretical model applies, consistent E and low RMSE are expected. Figure 5.13c 
presents the correlation of calculated E and RMSE.  
 
  
Figure 5.13. Example of indentation data processing of bare Pd nanoribbons. Pd thickness: 66 
nm. (a) RMSE map with varying SP and FR. (b) Typical dependence of calculated modulus on 
SP, with selected FRs. (c) Correlation of calculation modulus E and RMSE. Starting with the 
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Figure 5.13 (cont.) 
 lowest RMSE, E starts to stabilize at around RMSE = 0.02 with E ≈ 104	GPa. This agrees with 
the fitting results in the main manuscript. (d) Distribution of calculated modulus for cyclic 
indentations, showing 	E = 103.2 ± 1.1	GPa.  
 
Similar to fitting analysis for bare Pd strips, we can extract the elastic modulus of an as-grown 
PdGr strip, see Figure 5.14. Notably, since the strips are stretched and the slackness is reduced 
during graphene synthesis processes, there is more consistent data with small SPs. 
 
Figure 5.14. Microbridge testing data processing of the grown PdGr nanoribbons. PdGr 
thickness: 71 nm. (a) RMSE map with varying SP and FR. (b) Distribution of calculated  
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Figure 5.14 (cont.) 
modulus associated to (a). Results are presented in the range of 50 to 200 GPa. (c) Correlation of 
calculation modulus E and RMSE. Starting with the lowest RMSE, E starts to stabilize at around 
RMSE = 0.02 with E ≈ 142	GPa. This also agrees with the fitting results in the main manuscript.  
(d) Distribution of calculated modulus for cyclic indentations, showing Emn^e = 140.1 ±1.1	GPa. 
 
The indentation of graphene-coated Pd (PdGr) shows a significant increase in the measured 
modulus compared to Pd. Figure 5.9g and 5.9h display the E distribution in the fitting space and 
the corresponding E histogram for one indentation data for a PdGr nanoribbon. Figure 5.14 also 
displays the corresponding RMSE and E distributions for cyclic loading, from which we can 
determine the mean Emn^e value at 142.5 ± 1.1	GPa for a 71 nm thick PdGr film. Notably, there 
is over 35 % increase of E in the Pd nanoribbon due to bilayer graphene (~υ^e =0.92 vol %) on 
the surface. Graphene is expected to have strong interfacial adhesion on Pd so we assume that 
there is no interfacial slip within the elastic regime.41 The results can also be affected by changes 
in the Pd during synthesis 14 where carbon diffuses into interstitial sites and could alter the elastic 
properties of the nanoribbon. We hence isolate the graphene reinforcement effect by removing the 
graphene layers from the same PdGr sample with RIE and testing the nanoribbon (also named as 
PdC to indicate that the Pd contains carbon). The elastic modulus of a 71 nm thick PdC film is 
measured by indentation and is found to be 119.8 ± 1.4	GPa. This confirms that the significant 
increase in PdGr can be partially attributed to the changes during CVD leading to the 
transformation of Pd into PdC. This approach allows us to precisely study the contribution of as-
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grown bilayer graphene to the composite elasticity while examining the role interfacial mechanics 
on the elastic behavior of the nanoribbons. 
   
It is known that Pd strongly interacts with graphene as also manifested by the small separation 
between the Pd and C atoms (0.23 - 0.25 nm on Pd (111) surface), a value smaller than the 
interlayer separation in graphite and smaller than the separation between graphene and other 
transition metals.41, 42 The interfacial mechanics is governed by in-plane strain mismatch between 
graphene and Pd (111) for instance is ~3.3 % in compression.39 The sputtered Pd thin films after 
annealing are predominantly (111), see electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD) analyses in 
Figure 5.15. Moreover, due to mismatch between the thermal expansion coefficients of graphene 
and the seed metal, graphene is usually in strain after synthesis.  
 
 
Figure 5.15. EBSD maps of a freestanding Pd nanoribbon. (a) Inverse pole figure (IPF) shows 
polycrystalline structure in Pd nanoribbons. The average grain size is 158 nm. Notably, there is 
considerable number of grains with small misorientation angles to Pd (111). (b) Grain referene 
orientation deviation (GROD) shows the small orientation deviation to the average for the grain.  
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5.3.4. Effect of mismatch interfacial stress on the elastic modulus of PdGr thin film composites 
The interfacial strain in as-grown PdGr nanoribbons can be characterized using Raman 
spectroscopy because it affects the orbital hybridization of the carbon atoms hence it shifts the G 
and 2D peak frequencies. Figure 5.16a shows the Raman spectroscopy of PdGr nanoribbons 
clamped on a TEM grid and used for indentation. We observe two types of Raman spectra. Firstly, 
on the clamped region where the PdGr is supported on SiO2/Si TEM grid, Raman spectroscopy 
shows single sharp G peak at ~1606.3 cm-1 and 2D peak at ~2695.4 cm-1. Whereas, there is an 
obvious red shift in G mode frequency to ~ 1551.6 cm-1 for the freestanding region on the same 
Pd nanoribbon. It is known that this Raman shift is due to not only the strain in graphene but also 
the doping effect from metallic substrates.43, 44 We can extract the strain effect in graphene by 
isolating the Pd substrate effect from Raman frequencies correlation, as shown in Figure 5.16b. 
There is an offset in the correlation of Raman ω^ − ω%é frequencies between the pristine graphene 
(with no strain no doping) and as-grown graphene on the Pd substrate. It has been investigated that 
graphene supported on strongly interacting substrates, e.g. Ni and Pd,41, 42 can be doped and show 
blue shifts in Raman frequencies compared to the pristine graphene.44 The purple line in Figure 
5.16b represents the ω^ − ω%é correlation of graphene with different doping levels but in the same 
strain state. As a result, graphene grown on the supported Pd area is slightly compressed. This can 
be attributed to the lattice mismatch strain (εèUy ) between graphene and Pd, as well as the 
polycrystalline substrate texture.21 Notably, there is obvious red shift in ω^ − ω%é correlation of 
graphene grown on the freestanding region of a PdGr nanoribbon, indicating that graphene is 
stretched in these region.43 The apparent slope in Figure 5.16b is the strain slope, where the data 
points at the bottom left corner are under the largest tensile mismatch strains. This agrees with the 
straightening of the nanoribbons and the associated decrease in slack observed in the 3D profile 
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measurements. The exact absolute value of the strain cannot be precisely determined from these 
measurements since it requires calibration to the Raman spectrum of graphene sitting epitaxially 
on Pd but without any mismatch strain. We use the results of Figure 5.16 to qualitatively 
demonstrate the tensile strains in the graphene in the suspended nanoribbons. 
 
 
Figure 5.16. Raman spectroscopy in a freestanding PdGr thin film. (a) Raman spectra of 
freestanding PdGr nanoribbon and clamped PdGr on SiO2. The G peak in freestanding region is 
subjected to red shift with respect to that in supported region, representing the tension in 
graphene on freestanding Pd. Inset SEM image shows the corresponding freestanding and 
supported region on a PdGr nanoribbon. Scale bar: 2 µm. (b) Correlation of frequencies of G and 
2D Raman modes in freestanding PdGr and supported PdGr nanoribbons. Frequency data is 
collected from Raman maps taken with laser excitation wavelength of 532 nm and exposure time 
of 15 s. The unstrained and undoped Gr (transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate) has the average ω^êêêê 
at 1607 cm-1 and ω%éêêêêê at 2696 cm-1. The blue doping line is extracted from reference, assuming ëí<ìëíî |6ñ = 0.55.44 
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Using these insights, we analyze the contributions of the graphene and the interfacial mismatch 
strains on the measured moduli of PdGr. The tension per unit width in the deflected nanoribbons 
is N = Emn_tmn_(ε − εèUy) + 2nE^e%é(εèUy + ε) + 2nD^e%é(εèUy + ε)% + σe;   (5.11) 
where N is the tensile force per unit width during indentation, tmn_ is the nanoribbon thickness, n 
is the number of graphene layers (for example n=2 for bilayer graphene), ε is the uniaxial tensile 
strain in PdGr composite nanoribbon during nanoindentation, σe  is the residual stress in the 
nanoribbon due to stretching over the trench during growth, and the factor 2 in Eq. 5.11 accounts 
for the top and bottom surfaces of the nanoribbon. Here, we ignore the thickness of graphene layer 
and introduce the 2D elastic constants E^e%é= 340 N m-1. Since molecular dynamic simulations and 
experiments suggest that graphene shows quadratic dependence on strain,26, 45 we consider the 
nonlinear elastic behavior of as-grown graphene layer on Pd nanoribbons with a third-order elastic 
constant D^e%é=-690 N m-1. The nonlinear elastic constitutive behavior of graphene can be expressed 
as σ^e = E^e%éε + D^e%éε%.26 We define the volume fraction ν ≡ lôöõl . Straining of the Pd surface by 
graphene synthesis could introduce the surface stress, which can contribute to the measured 
modulus when the nanoribbon is strained due to the quadratic term. 
 
In this study, we use very small nanoindentation strains so that ε ≪ εèUy. As a result, we can 
expand Eq. 5.11 and ignore the resulting ε% term, giving: 
N = σe + 2nE^e%éεèUy + 2nD^e%éεèUy% − Emn_tmn_εèUy + iEmn_ν + %B5îâ<ìu3Béîâ<ìúùûül k tε; (5.12) 
where the interfacial strain due to growth cancels out 2nE^e%éεèUy + 2nD^e%éεèUy% − Emn_tmn_εèUy =0 . The term in the bracket of Eq. (5.12) Emn_ν + %B5îâ<ìu3Béîâ<ìúùûül  is then equivalent to the 
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measured elastic modulus of PdGr composite nanoribbon as it depends on the applied indentation 
strain ε. Therefore, 
Emn_ν + %B5îâ<ìu3Béîâ<ìúùûül = Emn^e; ⇒ Emn^e − νEmn_ = %B5îâ<ìu3Béîâ<ìúùûül ;       (5.13) 
A couple of crucial insights can be drawn from this analysis: (i) the quadratic modulus of graphene 
leads to the dependence of the measured modulus on the mismatch strain εèUy; and (ii) the term Emn^e − νEmn_ can be a directly measured and used to analyze the relative contributions of the 
graphene modulus 2nE^e%é and the mismatch strain 4nD^e%éεèUy on the nanoribbon elastic response. 
Figure 5.17a shows the measured moduli of Pd, PdGr and PdC with different film thicknesses. 
Indeed, experimentally, the elastic modulus of bare Pd does not vary within the thickness range 
from 36 to 300 nm in this study. On the other hand, as discussed before, the elastic modulus of 
PdGr thin films significantly increase after the synthesis of graphene, and this increase is scale 
dependent. More specifically, the PdGr modulus increases notably as film thickness reduces. This 
not only stems from the contribution of high in-plane stiffness of graphene in PdGr composite, but 
is also affected by the graphene nonlinear elastic term D^e%éand the large Pd-graphene residual 
interfacial stress. Notably, after etching the graphene layer away, we also release the interfacial 
elastic energy installed between graphene and Pd. This confirms the nontrivial contribution of the 
Pd-graphene interfacial stress on the elastic property in PdGr composites. 
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Figure 5.17. Increase in elastic modulus of graphene-coated Pd. (a) Dependence of the elastic 
moduli of bare Pd, PdGr and PdC on thin film thickness. (b) Dependence of Emn^e − νEmn_ on 
thin film thickness. Dashed line represents the fitted curve in the form of 1251.1/t. 
  
Figure 5.17b plots the Eq. 13 with the measured Emn^e  and Emn_ . By the least square fitting, 2nE^e%é + 4nD^e%éεèUy ≈ 1251.1	J	m$%. Using the values from 26, 45 and n=2 for bilayer graphene, 
we find a mismatch strain εèUy=1.97% (tensile). This suggests that graphene-induced surface strain 
can significantly modify thin film materials’ elastic modulus. More generally, it shows that 
graphene is an effective reinforcement in Pd up to volume fraction of ~0.3%. 
 
Next, we analyze the mechanism of increase of the PdC modulus (Emn_) by 14.8 % compared to 
that of Pd (Emn) even when the graphene is removed by etching. Besides the expected interstitial 
carbon reinforcement effect, we also investigated the formation of palladium carbide-like phase 
close to the Pd surface after graphene growth. Figure 5.18a and Figure 5.19 shows a cross sectional 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of a PdGr thin film which shows the graphene 
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layers as well as the fringes associated with the atomic spacings of the Pd. We measured the Pd 
lattice fringes near the Pd-graphene interface and noted that they are expanded to about 7.2 % in 
comparison with Pd bulk values. This expansion can be related to carbon incorporation into the Pd 
lattice especially in the sub-surface sites.46 Importantly, carbon atoms in this carbon-rich layer 
close to the Pd surface have preferred interstitial sites and can form a carbide like Pd-C phase.47-49 
The formation process of this Pd-C phase is unclear, nevertheless, there is a number of theoretically 
reported stable Pd-C phases exhibiting very high stiffness and hardness.50 In light of these 
considerations, it is reasonable to propose a model with Pd/Pd-C/Gr laminated structure for the 
grown PdGr composite thin film, as shown in Figure 5.18b. In order to confirm the existence of 
Pd-C layer in Pd subsurface, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is used to track the core 
level shift in Pd peaks. XPS measurements are made using a Kratos Axis Ultra X-ray photoelectron 
spectrometer using monochromatic Al K† radiation (1486.6 eV). The X-ray detection depth is 
about 10 nm. The binding energies are referenced to the graphitic C 1s signal at 284.4 eV. We tilt 
the PdGr surface so that more subsurface signal could be collected. Figure 5.18c and 5.18d present 
the Pd 3d and C 1s XP spectra of as-grown PdGr thin film. As expected, the carbonaceous species 
shift the binding energy (BE) of surface Pd atoms to the high BE side of the bulk Pd signal (core 
level of Pd 3d5/2 ~ 335.1 eV). The BE for this carbon-rich species is found at about 335.7 eV, 
which is 0.6-0.8 eV shifted from Pd 3d core level. This agrees well with the experimental and 
calculated results for the sub-Pd surface Pd-C phase.47, 48 In Figure 5.18d, the C 1s peak at BE = 
284.4 eV is assigned to graphene related peaks. The peak asymmetry toward lower BE with a low 
intensity peak at ~283.7 eV is a signature of the presence of carbide, which can be related to Pd-C 
bonds.  
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Figure 5.18. Formation of palladium carbide at the Pd-graphene interface during CVD synthesis. 
(a) TEM image shows the cross section of a PdGr nanoribbon. Pd lattice expands close to the Pd-
graphene interface. Scale bar: 2 nm. (b) Schematic of Pd-PdC-Gr laminated composite structure 
in PdGr thin films. Notably, strong interfacial stress between Pd-graphene layers contribute to 
the elastic properties of PdGr nanocomposites. (c) Pd 3d5/2 XP spectra for the grown PdGr thin 
film using 1486 eV excitation energy. The Pd component at 335.1 eV corresponds to bulk, 
metallic Pd, whereas the higher binding-energy peak (335.7 eV) represents the core-level shift 
components including palladium carbide. By tilting the sample to the angle w.r.t beam, the Pd 
surface properties can be amplified. With 15˚ tilting angle, higher binding-energy peak (335.9 
eV) associated to PdC is observed. (d) C 1s XP spectrum for the grown PdGr thin film. A sharp 
peak at 284.4 eV confirms the sp2 hybridized carbon (graphene), while a tiny lower binding-
energy indicates the existence of carbide. 
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Figure 5.19. Comparison of the TEM fringe spacing of Figure 5.18a near the surfaces of a bare 
Pd and a PdGr composite nanoribbon. The PdGr lattice expands near thin film surface. 
 
With the presence of the carbide phase near the Pd-graphene interface, we can separate the elastic 
modulus of PdC into the carbide boundary layer modulus  E° and the pure Pd modulus Emn with 
the rule of mixture as Emn_ = E°ν° + Emn(1 − ν°), where the surface layer thickness is t° and the 
volume fraction ν° ≡ l¢lôöõ. The thickness of t° can be estimated from the fringe spacings in the 
TEM of Figure 5.7. For example, for PdGr-4, t° ≈ 3.7	nm and tmn_ = 189	nm, with the measured Emn_ = 116.8 ± 2.5	GPa. Using the measured value of Emn = 108.0 ± 2.6	GPa, we can estimate 
the modulus for carbide phase about E° = 332.8	GPa , which is in the range of the reported 
theoretical results, see Table 5.2.50 It is possible that multiple types of stable carbide phases coexist 
in PdGr thin film. However, this simple analysis leverages the imaging and XPS to rationalize the 
measured increase in modulus of the nanoribbons even when the graphene layer is etched. 
 
Table 5.2. Theoretical predictions of the elastic constant (C11) of Pd carbides50 
Pd carbide E	(GPa) 
Rocksalt 236.0-411.5 
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Table 5.2 (cont.) 
Zinc blende 171.8 
Cesium chloride 260.0 
Tungsten carbide 356.0 
Nickel arsenide 400.0 
 
5.4. Conclusions 
In summary, several indentation modalities hve been used to characterize the mechanical behavior 
pf Pd thin films coated by graphene. A useful microbridge nanoindentation method is developed 
to precisely determine freestanding ultrathin films mechanical properties. The elastic behaviors of 
Pd thin films and the CVD-grown PdGr thin film composites are compared. 2-3-layer CVD-grown 
graphene significantly increase the thin metal films’ elastic, for example, ~35 % for 66 nm thick 
Pd. This enhancement not only stems from the high stiffness in graphene layer, but is also 
attributed to the strong Pd-graphene interfacial stress via CVD synthesis. With high surface 
straining from graphene growth, PdGr thin film exhibit obvious thickness dependent modulus, 
which is usually only prominent in atomic scale metal slabs. In addition, a very stiff Pd-C phase is 
observed near Pd surface after graphene growth. With the help from graphene, Pd-C and Pd-
graphene interfacial stress, dislocations are pinned and pile up at the PdGr surface introducing 
more strain hardening in PdGr than the bare metal. Interestingly, PdGr also exhibits more ductility 
than Pd. This study suggests a new route to enhance thin film materials’ mechanical properties that 
can be applied in numbers of micro/nano scale functional devices. 
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CHAPTER 6: STRENGTHENING AND TOUGHENING OF THIN METAL FILMS BY 
CVD GROWN GRAPHENE 
 
Abstract: 
Freestanding metal thin films (<1 µm thickness) can have high yield strength yet are typically 
brittle. Nanoindentation experiments demonstrate that the yield strength of thin films increase 
substantially after the graphene synthesis. Due to CVD grown graphene’s high conformability 
and superior interfacial strength on the metal substrate, it can reinforce thin metal films by 
constraining dislocations motion and strain localization at the metal grain boundaries. 
Nanoindentation can mimic pure uniaxial tensile loading on freestanding thin films, especially 
for thin film microbridge geometry, enabling studies on thin film strength and fracture 
toughness. The unusual strengthening observed from these experiments exceeds what could be 
expected from the rule of mixtures. To further probe the intrinsic toughening mechanisms at 
graphene-metal interface, I also studied the fracture behaviors of single crystal ultrathin Pd films 
reinforced by monolayer graphene synthesis. Preliminary results show clear evidence of stable 
crack propagation and extended ductility are observed in PdGr thin film composites, while bare 
Pd thin films show brittle facture behaviors. Possible explanations of these observations are 
provided.  
 
6.1. Fracture of CVD grown Ni-MLG thin film composites 
6.1.1. Strength of thin films probed by the membrane nanoindentation 
We first evaluate the strength of CVD grown Ni-MLG thin film composites. As-grown Ni-MLG 
films are transferred onto a perforated substrate following the methods discussed before. 
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Nanoindentation is conducted using a cono-spherical indenter (tip diameter of 5 µm) on the 
center of freestanding circular Ni-MLG membrane. Equation 6.1 is used to estimate the 
maximum radial stress underneath the indenter.1  
!"#$% = '()*+,-./          (6.1) 
where 01 is the breaking load when Ni-MLG starts to rupture, 2 is the membrane thickness, and 3 
is the indenter tip radius. This value corresponds to the maximum stress in the membrane in the 
case of an indenter tip having finite but small radius and frictionless interface with the 
membrane. Importantly, we replace the elastic modulus 4 (calculated in the previous chapter) 
with the homogenized tangential modulus 4. extracted by fitting in the vicinity of the breaking 
load. This tangential modulus accounts for the local elastoplastic deformation at high loads 
following the Ramberg-Osgood strain hardening law, hence minimizes the overestimation of the 
breaking stress.2 For freestanding membranes in this study, 3/6 ≪ 1  (6  is the membrane 
diameter), the load-displacement behavior is insensitive to the indenter tip radius. However, from 
Equation 6.1, the maximum stress underneath the indenter varies inversely with 3, but shows no 
dependence on the membrane size.  
 
Figure 6.1a shows the typical load-displacement behaviors of Ni-MLG, Ni and the MLG-on-Ni 
films until membrane breaking (marked as the red crosses). Figure 6.1b compares the calculated !"#$%  and the elastic modulus 4  (calculated in the previous chapter) for each film. For the 
freestanding MLG membrane (Ni-etched), !"#$% = 2.69 ± 0.15	A06, which is ~2.1 % of the 
intrinsic strength of a defect-free graphene monolayer.2 For as-grown Ni-MLG having 7.35 vol. 
% (10.9 nm thick MLG), the maximum stress !"#$% = 2.35 ± 0.2	A06, representing 19.9 % 
increase over that for the as-sputtered Ni. Moreover, after removing MLG layer by O2 RIE, the 
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average !"#$%CCCCCCCC of Ni-C films show 6.1 % enhancements over the as-sputtered Ni. This is due to 
the carbon solution strengthening by the interstitial carbon atoms as well as metal-carbides, 
which is discuss in the previous chapter.  
 
Figure 6.1. Fracture behaviors of freestanding Ni-MLG membranes. (a) Raw load-displacement 
curves for freestanding clamped circular Ni-MLG, as-sputtered Ni and the MLG-on-Ni thin films 
until fracture. (b) Summary of the elastic moduli and the maximum stresses in thin films. The 
values listed within stress columns are the maximum displacements corresponding to red crosses 
in (a).  
 
From Figure 6.1b, the measured Ni-MLG thin film composite has a higher strength than the 
value predicted by the usual rule of mixture based on individually testing MLG (Ni-etched) and 
the Ni-C (MLG-etched): !"	D%ED/.DF = GHIJ!HIJ + GLM!LM = 2.12	A06 . The strengthening 
mechanisms of MLG in Ni-MLG can be explained by the conformal interface between graphene 
and the seed Ni achieved during CVD synthesis. This can also be further understood in light of 
the graphene synthesis mechanism on high interacting catalysts like Ni and Pd, in which 
dissolved carbon radicals segregate and precipitate to the metal grain boundaries and form 
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graphene layers during CVD cooling stage. As-grown graphene layers conform to and bridge the 
Ni grains and atomic vacancies in Ni. Because of the outstanding in-plane stiffness of the 
graphene, it plays a critical role in suppressing dislocation motion and delaying surface crack 
initiation under external stress. As a result, graphene delays the onset of yielding. Moreover, 
after yielding, the presence of graphene delays brittle fracture and enables the thin film to reach a 
higher maximum load as shown in Figure 6.1b. 
 
6.1.2. Fracture behaviors at the graphene-Ni interface 
At high indentation loads, microcracks start initiating and continue opening underneath the 
indenter tip. This is related to the discontinuities in the load-displacement curves, for example, as 
shown in Figure 6.2a inset. This enables the analysis of fracture behaviors of freestanding thin 
films with nanoindentation. On the other hand, it is known that fracture toughness does not obey 
the rule of mixtures. For instance, nacre and its artificial counterparts are ceramics which can be 
toughened by up to an order of magnitude by a few vol. % of soft low toughness polymer. 
Similarly, the toughness of ceramics can increase by over 235% due to the addition of 1.5 vol.% 
graphene.3 Here, we investigate the toughening of CVD grown MLG on the polycrystalline Ni 
substrate by comparing the breaking behaviors of as-grown Ni-MLG and the transferred MLG-
on-Ni. Figure 6.2b and 6.2c highlight the cracking locations in two membranes in SEM. A 
consistent feature observed in the fractured Ni-MLG is the crack bridging of the Ni substrate by 
graphene layers. It is also observed that slip and pull-out between the MLG layers occur at the 
same location of the Ni cracks. We describe the coincident Ni cracks and MLG layer slip as 
collocated cracking, as sketched in Figure 6.2d. In contrast, the MLG-on-Ni shows much less 
strength (Figure 6.1b) and different fracture behavior compared to Ni-MLG, despite having the 
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same composition. In Figure 6.2c, the cracks in Ni and the pull-out in MLG occurs occur in 
different locations, we hence call it uncollocated crack initiation. Given the only difference 
between these two thin films is the interfacial adhesion of graphene on the metal, we explain the 
lower strength in the MLG-on-Ni by considering (i) the non-uniform van der Walls interfacial 
strength between graphene and Ni (which is inversely related to the Ni surface roughness), and 
(ii) the stress-free graphene-Ni interface. We believe these two factors characterized in chapter 4 
lead to the uncollocated cracking.  
 
Figure 6.2. Strengthening mechanisms in Ni-MLG thin film composites. (a) Comparison of load-
displacement curves of Ni reinforced by CVD synthesis of graphene (Ni-MLG) and by simply 
graphene transfer (MLG-on-Ni). Inset shows the discontinuity due to formation of micro cracks 
in membrane. (b-c) SEM images of the cracks in Ni-MLG and the MLG-on-Ni, respectively. (d) 
Schematics of the collocated versus the un-collocated cracking mechanism in Ni-MLG and the 
MLG-on-Ni. (e) Indentation work during loading of Ni-MLG and the MLG-on-Ni films by  
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Figure 6.2 (cont.) 
integrating corresponding load-displacement curves. Inset gives the calculated energy dissipation 
due to interfacial slip between Ni and MLG in a deflected Ni-MLG film.  
 
To obtain more quantitative insights into the toughness of the composite thin films, we calculate 
the energy dissipation during nanoindentation. The integration of indentation load with respect to 
the membrane displacement results in the work done N by the indenter:  N = ∫ 0(QR)TQRU)R           (6.2) 
where Q1 is the membrane central deflection corresponding to the breaking load. Equation 6.2 
presents the total energy transferred to the graphene-Ni system, including (i) the elastic strain 
energy in Ni and MLG layers, (ii) the plastic strain energy in Ni due to dislocation motion, (iii) 
the strain energy dissipated by interlayer slip within MLG, and (iv) the relaxation of interfacial 
stress and the corresponding energy dissipation between MLG and Ni. Figure 6.2e presents the 
indentation work for Ni-MLG and the MLG-on-Ni cases. The work done difference NLMVHIJ −NHIJVXYVLM, which is presented in the light blue region, demonstrates the evolution of energy 
dissipation in Ni-MLG composites. We attribute this energy dissipation to the interfacial 
relaxation between CVD grown graphene on Ni substrate beyond the purely elastic deformation 
(QR < 0.5	µ\). It has been reported that the interfacial adhesion energy of CVD grown MLG on 
Ni surface is around 72.7 ]	\V^.4 In our case, the graphene-Ni interfacial interaction in Ni-MLG 
is shown as ~20 % higher than that in the MLG-on-Ni. Figure 6.3 displays the cracks of the 
fractured membranes after indentation. In these tests, the indenter stops and retracts when the 
control algorithm detects a sudden decrease in load. The crack advancement length and geometry 
can be correlated to the fracture energy of membranes. In sputtered Ni, intergranular cracks 
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extending several micrometers are observed. Instead, the other three membranes (MLG, Ni-C 
and Ni-MLG) exhibit more confined crack propagation. The MLG membrane shown in Figure 
6.3c and 6.3d also displays stable cracks compared to the dynamic cracking commonly observed 
in single crystal graphene monolayers. The crack morphologies are consistent with the reported 
studies on thick stacks of graphene oxide showing interlayer cleavage as well as through the 
thickness fracture pathways.5 Ni-MLG shows a highly jagged crack path which indicates the 
strong load transfer between Ni and MLG. The MLG-on-Ni develops long straight cracks as 
shown in Figure 6.3i and 6.3j. These observations confirm the crucial role of strong interfacial 
strength in achieving high strength and toughness in thin film composites. 
 
Figure 6.3. SEM images of post-indented bare Ni (a-b), MLG (c-d), Ni-C (e-f), Ni-MLG (g-h) 
and the MLG-on-Ni (i-j).  
 
In conclusion of CVD grown MLG reinforced polycrystalline thin Ni films, Figure 6.4 compares 
the extraordinary mechanical properties achieved by graphene synthesis to those in other most 
commonly used thin film materials in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) and flexible 
electronics fields. In particular, the fracture energy of thin films in this study is calculated by 
considering the fracture surface area in Equation 6.3: 
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A/ = ∫ ((U_)U_`)_ ab.           (6.3) 
where, c/ is the total crack length measured in Figure 6.3. Using Equation 6.3, we calculate the 
typical fracture energy of Ni-MLG to be around 1407 ]	\V^, which is an order of magnitude 
higher than the values for other deposited thin metal films. 
 
Figure 6.4. Summary of the elastic modulus versus fracture energy for Ni-MLG thin films and 
commonly-used thin metal films for MEMS and flexible electronic applications. Hollow points 
are thin films tested in this study. Solid points are Cu (100 nm),6 Cu (200 nm),7 Al,8 Au,9 
Ni3Sn4,10 and Cu-Cr.11  
 
6.2. Strengthening and toughening of graphene monolayer on polycrystalline thin Pd films 
Although outstanding strengthening of as-grown MLG in Ni-MLG system has been observed 
and discussed in the previous section, several open questions remain: (i) Equation 6.1 can 
overestimate the actual mechanical strength in freestanding thin films. It is based on the 
assumption that the indenter tip does not interact the deflected membrane. However, the top 
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graphene layer of the MLG may adhere and slide on the indenter tip, which will introduce non-
homogeneous stress transfer across the tip interface and the thickness of the film. (ii) The high 
defect density nature of CVD grown MLG layer may cause sliding between the graphene layers 
and further initiate interlayer cracking path within the MLG. Given these drawbacks in the 
membrane nanoindentation and MLG, we turn to the modified microbridge testing with sputtered 
polycrystalline thin Pd films and their composites with monolayer graphene synthesis. Figure 
6.5a sketches the nanoindentation using a wedge indenter tip on a doubly clamped freestanding 
thin film strip. The strip deformation has been discussed in the previous chapter. Specially, for a 
“ultrathin” strip having a low 2/c ratio, the bending stiffness term in 0 − ℎ relation becomes very 
small, the deformation in strip hence is stretching dominated. As a result, we can mimic the pure 
tensile testing in two straight strip segments by applied line loading in nanoindentation. We also 
pattern freestanding strips into dog-bone shape using focus ion beam (FIB). Figure 6.5b shows 
the symmetric dog-bone-shape freestanding PdGr strips in TEM. Using a similar route described 
in chapter 5, we can synthesize graphene monolayer on the freestanding area. Figure 6.5c 
confirms that as-grown graphene monolayer conformably wraps Pd substrate in TEM as well as 
in Raman spectroscopy.  
 
Figure 6.5. Strength and toughness characterization of ultrathin materials. (a) Microbridge testing 
on freestanding thin films with a dog-bone shape. (b) TEM images of two dog-bone shape  
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Figure 6.5 (cont.) 
freestanding PdGr thin film composites on a TEM grid. Scale bar: 25 µm. (c) Zoomed-in TEM 
image on the edge of a PdGr film showing uniform Pd-monolayer graphene interface. Scale bar: 
5 nm. Inset is the Raman spectrum (514 nm, 30s) on the same region confirming the existence of 
graphene layer. 
 
Figure 6.6a depicts the typical 0 − ℎ behaviors of a sputtered Pd and a PdGr composite until thin 
film fracture. Similar to what we observe in Ni-MLG membrane testing, discontinuities in 0 − ℎ 
curves show up for Pd at high loads, and they are related to micro / nano cracks nucleation on 
metal surface. Notably, the same discontinuity is imperceptible for PdGr before fracture. This 
can be understood that high in-plane stiffness of graphene monolayer increases the energy barrier 
for dislocations to move towards metal surface and form surface steps. As a result, one layer 
high-quality graphene synthesis can effectively increase the elastic limit in thin metal films. The 
fitting algorithm proposed in chapter 5 with the elastic 0 − ℎ relation for microbridge testing 
helps to quantitatively determine the elastic limits of thin films. For the elastic deformation, 
fitting with an intermediate range (FR) should be independent of indent (ℎ) and should results in 
consistent and low Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) values. Since the nanoindentation equations 
assume a linear elastic material (i.e. constant modulus), any abrupt increase in RMSE indicates 
the non-elastic behavior or the elastic limit in a thin film. Figure 6.6b compares the evolution of 
RMSE for Pd and PdGr. When strained to ~0.27 %, RMSE (Pd) increases immediately 
indicating the surface steps/cracks formation. Whereas, PdGr can be strained up to 0.43 % until 
failure without surface steps initiation. A zoomed-in look at the early stage of RMSE evolution 
shown in the insets of Figure 6.6b suggests that non-elastic behavior starts in Pd from ~0.06 %, 
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but it is delayed in PdGr and start at ~0.11 %, which is about 83 % enhancement in the onset of 
yielding.  
 
 
Figure 6.6. Microbridge testing of freestanding PdGr thin film composites beyond the elastic 
regime. (a) Full range load-displacement data of an as-sputtered Pd and as-grown PdGr thin 
films. Inset highlights the discontinuity in 0 − ℎ curve for Pd, which is related to the initiation of 
surface crack on metal surface under large deflection. (b) Comparison of RMSE of the elastic 
model fitting (Equation 5.6 in chapter 5) for Pd and PdGr at different strain levels. Insets are 
zoomed-in views for small strains below 0.15 %.  
 
We explain the increase in the onset of yielding by the suppression of dislocations motion 
towards the Pd-Gr interface due to the extremely high stiffness of the graphene layer. The 
dislocations gradually pile up near graphene-Pd interface and interact or tangle with each other 
thus also leading to strain hardening in these suspended thin films, and increases the fracture 
strength. An evidence supporting this hypothesis can be seen in the cross-sectional view of the 
indented thin films in TEM. Figure 6.7a sketches the typical slip band formation in bare Pd 
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films. The related behavior is seen in TEM in Figure 6.7b. In contrast, Figure 6.7c and 6.7d 
display the dislocation concentration near graphene-Pd interface, but without surface steps or 
slipping. 
 
Figure 6.7. Enhancement of the elastic limit by monolayer graphene synthesis. (a) Schematic 
showing dislocation nucleation in a bare Pd under uniaxial tension, and dislocations move 
towards Pd surface and cause slip and plasticity. (b) Cross sectional TEM image of an indented 
thin Pd film. (c) Schematic showing dislocations pile up at graphene-Pd interface. Scale bar: 5 
nm. (d) Corresponding cross sectional TEM image to (c) showing high dislocation density near 
Pd surface. Scale bar: 5 nm. 
 
On the other hand, we can estimate and compare the tensile strength for two thin films using 
Equation 6.4:  e = ()^fMYg ≈ ()^∙^j)/a_ ⇒ !#$% = ()a_,j)l        (6.4) 
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where, 01 is the breaking load and ℎ1 is the maximum indent before film fracture. cR is initial 
length of the strip, and m  is cross sectional area. Table 6.1 lists the calculated results. !(FJ"	#$% ≈ 1.19	A06  which is over 57 % increase over !(F	#$% ≈ 0.76	A06 . This 
enhancement is again beyond the prediction of the rule of mixtures assuming as-grown graphene 
has the intrinsic strength of 130	A06.12  
Table 6.1. Measurement of Pd and PdGr thin film strength in the microbridge nanoindentation 
(loading rate:	0.5	µe	oVp, cR = 105	µ\) 
Sample 
Thickness 
(nm) 
Dog-bone segment 
width (µm) 01 (µN) ℎ1 (nm) !#$% (GPa) 
#1-sputtered Pd 206.2 3.5 97.98 4803 0.74 
#2-sputtered Pd 206.2 3.1 101.2 4750 0.87 
#3-sputtered Pd 206.2 2.8 79.89 5502 0.66 
#4-PdGr 88.5 3.1 50.88 3632 1.34 
#5-PdGr 88.5 3.1 41.41 2933 1.35 
#6-PdGr 88.5 3.1 47.40 3559 1.27 
#7-PdGr 206.9 4.1 159.50 4792 1.03 
#8-PdGr 206.9 4.1 164.40 5282 0.96 
 
More interesting consequence of the graphene “shielding” is observed when comparing the 
fractography of Pd and PdGr. Figure 6.8a and 6.8b show two fracture surfaces, in which bare Pd 
exhibits relatively straight crack propagation, whereas PdGr has a more jagged path. This is a 
clear sign of more energy dissipation in PdGr and has been discussed in Ni-MLG system. 
Importantly, unusual material thinning can be observed in PdGr. A close look in cross sectional 
view in TEM clearly shows this difference. In Figure 6.8c, Pd exhibits a flat fracture surface 
which is about 55˚ away from the tension direction. Black arrows highlight the dislocations 
which line up along the fracture surface. For PdGr, as shown in Figure 6.8d, obvious elongation 
and thickness reduction can be observed. More tangled dislocations are seen in PdGr, especially 
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near thin film surface. This can introduce more dislocation interactions and ductility in PdGr 
composites. A rigorous explanation for this difference caused by monolayer graphene synthesis 
is still underway. This will go to the future work of this study. The preliminary thoughts are 
represented in the next section.  
 
Figure 6.8. Fracture surfaces of bare Pd and as-grown PdGr thin film composites. (a-b) Top view 
SEM images of fractured Pd and PdGr, respectively. Scale bars: 1 µm. (c-d) Stitched cross 
sectional TEM images corresponding to fracture surfaces in (a) and (b). Scale bars: 50 nm.  
 
6.3. Fracture behaviors of single crystal thin Pd films with graphene monolayer 
A zoomed-in observation on fracture surfaces displayed in Figure 6.8 shows the inter and intra 
granular crack propagations because of the polycrystalline microstructures in the tested thin Pd 
films. This indicates both extrinsic and intrinsic toughening effects play roles in our experiments. 
To better understanding of the intrinsic toughening mechanisms of the graphene in composites, 
we repeated the testing in the previous section on freestanding single crystal PdGr thin film 
composites.  
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6.3.1. The onset of plasticity in as-grown PdGr thin film composites 
We prepare freestanding Pd leaf strips having 150 nm in thickness and 10-15 µm in width, and 
use CVD to grown graphene monolayers on their surface following the recipes and the 
fabrication processes in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 (Figure 5.7). Preliminary results are obtained 
from the microbridge testing. Under high loads beyond the elastic limit but below the breaking 
load, e.g. 0 = 20	µe, dislocations move to metal surface and surface steps can be observed in 
Pd, see Figure 6.9a. In contrast, PdGr displayed in Figure 6.9b does not show obvious surface 
steps or slip lines in TEM, but more dislocations than those in Pd. This observation is consistent 
with our understanding on the elastic limit enhancement in PdGr. Here, we can quantify the 
dislocation density increase under tension, e.g. 1.83 × 10s	3\V^ in PdGr versus that in Pd is 7.12 × 10t	3\V^ . More systematic characterizations like slip direction, Pd orientation 
dependence are needed in the future work.  
 
Figure 6.9. (a) Top view TEM image show surface steps / slip lines on Pd subjected to high load 
(20 µN) in microbridge indentation. The Pd leaf is annealed at 500 ˚C for 5 hrs before testing. (b) 
At the same loading, no surface steps / slip lines are observed on PdGr surface. Insets TEM 
diffraction patterns confirm the single crystal orientation in Pd phase.   
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6.3.2. Crack propagation in thin metal films coated with graphene monolayer 
As a consequence of notable strain hardening in PdGr composites, PdGr leaf composites exhibit 
qualitatively different fracture behaviors than bare Pd leaves. We firstly prepare freestanding 
dog-bone shaped Pd leaf strips using the route described in Figure 6.5. We make precracks with 
the tip radii < 200 nm using FIB on the dog-bone segments, as shown in Figure 6.10a. The 
tension applied by nanoindentation can trigger mode I fracture in thin films. The intrinsic 
fracture toughness of thin film materials is typically lower than plane strain fracture toughness 
(uv/). This is because of many factors for example strain localization and the rapid nucleation of 
cracks with limit size of the plastic zone. We indeed observe Pd leaves exhibit brittle fracture. 
This can be concluded by the straight crack morphology emerging from the precrack, as show in 
Figure 6.10b and 6.10c. On the other hand, we observe that PdGr composites exhibit saw-tooth 
like crack path, which is indicative of higher toughness, see Figure 6.10d and 6.10e. This 
serrated crack morphology is often observed when significant ductile behavior is present during 
crack propagation. Preliminary explanation for this is: the cracks follow the direction of the 
maximum shear stress which is orientation at 45˚ due to the plane stress nature in thin films. 
However, if the crack propagation is stable and the material is ductile, significant work 
hardening takes place in the metal ahead of the crack tip. This can redirect the crack from +45˚ to 
-45˚ following the other maximum shear stress direction. Figure 6.10f and 6.10g show the 
corresponding 0 − ℎ data for Pd and PdGr leaves. Close correlations of 0 − ℎ with TEM and 
SEM characterization can help to gain more fundamental understandings. 
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Figure 6.10. Fracture toughness testing on freestanding thin films in the microbridge 
nanoindentation. (a) SEM image of a freestanding Pd leaf strip with a central crack cut in FIB. 
This section will undergo pure tension and mode I fracture during nanoindentation. (b-c) SEM 
images of the fractured Pd leaf. (d-e) SEM images of the fracture PdGr leaf composite. (f-g) The 
load-displacement data for Pd and PdGr, respectively. Scale bars: Scale bars: 5 µm for (a), (b) 
and (d) and 1 µm for (c) and (e). 
 
6.4. Conclusions 
We probed the fracture behaviors of Ni-MLG thin film composites using the membrane 
nanoindentation. With 7.35 vol. % MLG synthesized on thin Ni films, 19.9 % enhancement in 
strength is achieved and it exceeds the average properties of the constituents. The critical fracture 
energy of as-grown Ni-MLG is found to be 1407 ]	\V^ which is an order of magnitude higher 
than other sputtered thin metal films. In particular, it is found that the ideal reinforcement should 
be conformal to the metal grains and have high interfacial interactions. This enables efficient 
load transfer across the whole material, as well as crack bridging and energy dissipation during 
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crack advancement. Similarly, obvious delay of onset of the plasticity and over 57 % increase in 
tensile strength are observed in thin Pd films with graphene monolayer synthesis. It is explained 
by the strain hardening enabled in the Pd due to the energy barrier to surface steps formation by 
graphene shielding. Finally, TEM imaging demonstrates that CVD grown PdGr thin film 
composite elongates significantly more before fracture compared to bare Pd. Together, these 
results can constitute the elements of a future study on the mechanisms of strengthening and 
toughening in graphene-metal thin film composites. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
 
7.1. Summary and conclusions 
In this dissertation, we demonstrated a model system consisting of a micro / nanoscale metal 
catalyst coated by high-quality graphene and showed that this material system can properly 
bridge the understanding gap between atomic scale graphene interfacial mechanics and the 
mechanical properties of graphene-composites at the macroscale. To realize this, we have 
developed new methods for the synthesis of graphene on ultrathin materials in very short 
durations, and studied the graphene nucleation and growth kinetics, the resulting graphene-metal 
interfacial mechanics and the mechanical behaviors of graphene-metal thin film composites. 
These composite thin films can have applications in flexible electronics with superior mechanical 
behavior and longer life. Moreover, the new understanding paves the way to designing bulk 
graphene-based metallic composites with enhanced mechanical behaviors. 
 
In Chapter 2, we have developed a laser assisted draw-casting (LDC) process to downsize 
metallic microwires into nanoscale continuous wires to be used as catalysts for graphene 
synthesis. LDC is based on modified Taylor drawing process, which can quickly yield 
continuously long metal micro / nanowires with giant crystalline structures. This offers a neat 
and defect-scarce platform for graphene to nucleate on, and importantly, an efficient way to 
characterize graphene-metal interface as in a core-shell composite. 
 
Due to nanowires’ high surface-volume ratios and the solid-state dewetting instability at the 
graphene synthesis temperatures, we turned our efforts to a relatively simpler system: ultrathin 
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metal films, presented in Chapter 3. These thin films are readily available in various grain size 
and allowed us to study the reinforcement mechanisms of graphene synthesis in ultrathin 
polycrystalline materials. We selected Ni and Pd as the catalysts in rapid chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) synthesis for their strong interactions with graphene, high carbon solubility 
and better resistance to solid-state dewetting. We have studied the graphene nucleation kinetics 
by considering dynamic carbon segregation and precipitation driven by temperature change and 
found an optimal window for large crystal low defect graphene monolayer to form.  
 
High-quality graphene monolayer grown on thin metal substrates enables us to focus on intrinsic 
graphene-metal interface properties. In Chapter 4, we focused on the interfacial mechanics of 
graphene synthesized by CVD on Ni and Pd. This study was carried by a combination of Raman 
spectroscopy and TEM imaging on the polycrystalline samples. Comparison of the Raman 
spectra of graphene on various Pd crystal orientations allows us to correlate the strains to the 
graphene-metal lattice mismatch, which we think are critical factors in graphene-based 
composites. It is found CVD grown graphene is highly conformable and largely epitaxial on Pd, 
but may be in unexpected strain states (either tension or compression) based on the combination 
of metal grain orientation and graphene rotation orientation.  
 
In Chapter 5 and 6, we have unveiled that the high interfacial stress from graphene growth on 
thin metal films effectively modifies the elastic properties in graphene-metal composites. In 
Chapter 5, we have tested the mechanical behaviors of Ni-MLG and PdGr by various indentation 
methods: tip-based indentation of supported films as well as indentation of freestanding 
membranes and microbridges. From these tests, we calculated the elastic properties of the 
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composite graphene-metal thin films.  In addition, the conformable graphene shielding on metal 
surface increases the energy barrier for the surface steps formation due to dislocation motion, 
and allows strain hardening to occur in thin metal substrates. We have qualitatively studied this 
toughening effect of graphene monolayer on thin Pd films.  
 
7.2. Discussions and suggestions for future work  
In this section, I discuss the insights obtained in this dissertation and the possible next steps to 
drive better understanding and applications carbon-based materials.  
 
7.2.1. Synthesis of graphene single crystal on polycrystalline metal substrates 
Achieving large area high quality graphene sheets require large graphene crystal size as well as 
low nucleation density. Using the rapid CVD synthesis recipes presented in Chapter 3, we are 
able to synthesize single graphene crystals with size up to 34 µm on 150 nm thick Pd films, with 
nucleation density as low as 10-3 µm-2. However, this is still far smaller than the giant graphene 
crystals grown on bulk metal catalysts with low growth rates.1-3 It is expected, in our case, to 
obtain larger graphene crystals if increasing the growth time at synthesis temperature, however, 
the solid-state dewetting issue of thin metal films would rise and limit the synthesis. In light of 
this, I propose the next research steps to improve graphene crystallinity on ultrathin metal 
catalysts.  
 
Lateral homoepitaxial growth of graphene via CVD on a pre-deposited domain from mechanical 
exfoliation has been achieved on copper foils in a previous study.4 Similarly, in-plane growth of 
a pre-nucleated graphene domain with multiple heating-cooling cycles could expand graphene 
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crystal size without substrate dewetting. This can be realized by cyclic loading and retracting Pd 
catalysts to and from the hot zone while controlling precursor gas flows. A batch of single crystal 
graphene domains will nucleate from the first growth cycle, and a subsequent heating-cooling 
round can drive additional carbon radicals to Pd surface and possibly register to the edges of the 
pre-nucleated domains.  
 
On the other hand, recent study on evolutionary selection growth of graphene on polycrystalline 
copper foils develops a method to achieve continuous single crystal graphene monolayer by 
aligning and merging sub graphene hexagonal domains across copper grains.5 We indeed 
observed various graphene hexagons orientations and even symmetries on different Pd grains in 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The systematic correlations of graphene crystal geometry and 
alignment to growth front motion as well as CVD parameters are needed for the next step. 
 
7.2.2. The intrinsic toughening mechanisms in graphene-metal nanocomposites 
Chapter 5 and 6 mainly focused on the extrinsic strengthening and toughening mechanisms in 
graphene-metal thin film composites, e.g. grain bridging, collocated cracking and crack path 
redirection. However, we expect that the intrinsic toughening mechanisms related to ductility 
within the metal grain also play a significant role in these materials. To further probe the limits 
of the intrinsic toughening mechanisms of graphene in composites, we need a simplified model 
system consisting a single metal grain / single crystal orientation and high-quality graphene 
monolayer covering the entire area of the grain. With the rapid CVD synthesis route developed 
in Chapter 3 for coarse grain Pd leaf, as well as the fabrication flows proposed in Chapter 5, we 
are able to fabricate freestanding ultrathin Pd leaves with monolayer graphene synthesis. The 
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PdGr leaf system has large (> 20 µm) Pd grain size and high-quality graphene monolayer. By 
fabricating freestanding leaf strips with width less than 20 µm, we have a chance to mimic the 
tensile testing on a single crystal thin Pd film and its composites with high-quality graphene 
monolayer synthesis.  
 
Observations of fracture in these PdGr leaves presented in Chapter 6 suggest the strain hardening 
and the consequential ductility in thin metal films from graphene shielding. This behavior can 
solve the long-standing problem of the brittleness of metal thin films used in electronic devices, 
particularly flexible electronics. It is quite impressive that a monolayer of graphene can resist the 
fracture by this much. Owing to its potential impact, I propose that this material system is studied 
in detail. For example, the fracture toughness of thin films can be studied quantitatively as 
function of crack size and sample geometry.6 The fracture behavior can be studied to reveal the 
separate roles of crack nucleation/initiation versus crack propagation. This study should be 
correlated to microstructure studies by TEM.  
 
The ultralong Pd nanowires fabricated by LDC - presented in Chapter 2 - offer another platform 
for making core-shell nanowires for studies on PdGr nanowire composites. As-drawn Pd via 
LDC also has large (> 80 µm) grain size in a bamboo-shape structure. We obtain regular 
graphene domains on the drawn Pd wires. While these nanowires suffer from solid-state 
dewetting of Pd at synthesis temperatures exceeding 1000C due to their cylindrical geometry, it 
is however expected that new CVD recipes can be developed at lower temperatures to enable 
high quality graphene growth within short durations. 
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7.2.3. Multi-functionality in graphene-metal composites 
Besides the enhancement in the mechanical behaviors, CVD grown graphene-metal 
nanocomposites also exhibit superb electrical properties. For example, as-grown Ni-MLG thin 
film composites show high electrical conductivity of 9.87 × 10(	*	+,-, which is slightly higher 
than a bare Ni film of 9.49 × 10(	*	+,-. This can be attributed to the enhanced elastic surface 
electron scattering due to surface passivation with low-density-of-state graphene.7 Moreover, 
directional thermal conductivity enhancement has been observed in graphene-copper matrix 
composites.8 To probe the limit of electrical and thermal conductivities in graphene-based 
composite materials, a study on electron transport and phonon scattering at the graphene-metal 
interfaces is needed.  
 
One more thought about the graphene-metal interfaces is the rise of the chemical reactivity in 
both graphene and the underlying metal substrates. It is know that graphene can be 
functionalized by strain engineering.9, 10 It has been recently reported that the high compressive 
strain in graphene due to epitaxial CVD growth on copper foils significantly increases the 
chemical reactivity in the graphene layer. A study on the orientation related interfacial strain 
observed in Chapter 4 would drive more insights into strain-induced graphene functionalization 
via CVD synthesis. On the other hand, the metal substrates in as-grown graphene-metal 
composites can also gain functionalities from the interfacial strain. Notably, Pd used in this 
dissertation, is also an important catalyst which can be widely used for selective hydrogenation 
of alkynes into alkenes in chemical engineering industry.11 Two findings from the recent 
research in chemistry may motivate a study on tunable chemical reactivity of ultrathin Pd films 
from graphene synthesis: (i) It is found that the population of subsurface sites of Pd by carbon 
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governs the hydrogenation events on the Pd surface.11 In Chapter 5, we have verified the 
existence of interstitial carbon and its carbides near the Pd surface by graphene synthesis. It is 
possible to tune the concentration of these subsurface carbon in CVD processes, hence control 
the reactivity on Pd surface. (ii) Pd (110) nanosheets with control on the intrinsic surface strain 
show optimized catalytic reactivity for the oxygen reduction and hydrogen evolution reactions.12 
We have demonstrated, in Chapter 4, that CVD synthesis on Pd leaves can introduce a range of 
strain from -0.1 % to 0.4 % in a single layer graphene. In Chapter 5, this interfacial strain has 
been shown to rise the Pd surface energy to one order of magnitude. It is reasonable to boost the 
reactivity of a thin Pd film by harnessing the graphene-Pd interfacial strain from in situ synthesis.  
 
Overall, the synthesis and mechanical behaviors in graphene-metal nanocomposites is very rich 
with deep scientific questions, and offers an untapped potential to design future engineering 
materials at all scales for applications ranging from flexible electronic devices to aerospace 
structures. 
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